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ROLAND L. McKAY, M. D., Interne.
MANNING S. CAMPBELL, Steward and Treasurer.
ALICE G. TWITCHELL, Matron.
G. R. CAMPBELL, M. D., Pathologist and Bacteriologist.
Chaplains for 1809.
R E V .  C. G. MOSHER, Augusta.
R E V .  EDWIN M. SLOCOMB, Augusta.
REV. BRYAN  C. ROBERTS, Augusta.
R E V .  CHARLES W .  DOHERTY, Augusta.
Subordinate Officers.
ALBERT M. PINGREE, Hospital Clerk.
W M . S. JONES, Assistant Hospital Clerk.
JASON M. HAGAN, Second Assistant Hospital Clerk.
Miss NONA COYNE, Superintendent's Clerk.
DAISY O. JENNINGS, Assistant Superintendent's Clerk.
ELWIN N. GRANT, Store Clerk.
Supervisors.
Men. Women.
VERMONT R. LUCE, Mss. ANNIE D. McLEAN.
CHARLES H. DAVIS, First Assistant. Miss MARIA H. McFEE, Ass't.
Women's Pavilion.
Miss ANNIE R. McLAUGHLIN.
Miss VENITA E. HENTZ, Assistant.
Men's Pavilion.
OLIN B. HUNNEWELL, Assistant.
E. C. Burleigh Pavilion.
WILLIAM F. MULLEN, Assistant.
Infirmaries.
Miss ELIZABETH  McBRIDE, Superintendent of Nurses.
CLYDE L. PRATT, * Miss KATH ERINE DONOVAN,
Special Nurse. Special Nurse.
Engineer.
W. L. SAMPSON.
MARK L. BRADSTREET, Superintendent, Farm.
Standing Committees for 1908-1909.
Visiting Committee for 1909.
January—Robie, Nickerson, White and Mrs. Cony. 
February— Field, Macomber, White and Chase. 
March— Full board.
May—Nickerson, White, Field and Macomber.
June— Full board.
July—Robie, Macomber, Chase and Field.
R EPO R T  O F T H E  T R U S T E E S  O F T H E  M AIN E 
IN SA N E  A N D  E A S T E R N  M A IN E  IN SA N E  H O S­
P IT A L S.
To /Ao CoVOfMOf owof LcWZci/ o/ fAo o/ Afowo;
The Trustees of the Maine and the Eastern Maine Insane 
Hospitals, having completed their work for the year ending 
Nov. 30, 1908, respectfully present for your consideration the 
result of their labors, as prescribed by the laws of the State.
By the favor of a kind Providence there have been no serious 
epidemics or unexpected misfortunes to disturb the welfare of 
the inmates of the two institutions under our charge, and we are 
pleased to report that the general outcome of our work has been 
o f a satisfactory and progressive character.
The full and intelligent reports of the two Superintendents, 
the heads of the several departments and other officials, contain 
a large amount of useful information in regard to work com­
pleted during the past fiscal year, and assist in the formation of 
a correct judgment concerning the amount which should be 
appropriated by the State to meet the requirements of the estab­
lishments.
We now forward these reports to the Executive Department, 
and commend them to the careful reading of the Executive and 
Legislature Departments of our State. The different requests 
for additional appropriations are so well explained therein, that 
it requires but little comment on the part o f the Trustees to 
insure a better understanding of what our insane hospitals 
require to secure successful results.
The increase of the insane in the two hospitals during the past 
year is a matter of public interest, and calls for the following 
statement:
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The number of male patients in the Maine Insane
Hospital Nov. 30, 1907 w as..........................................455
The number of female patients in the Maine Insane
Hospital Nov. 30, 1907 w as........................................372
------ 827
The number of male patients in the Eastern Maine
Insane Hospital Nov. 30, 1907 w as...........................  138
The number of female patients in the Eastern Maine
Insane Hospital Nov. 30, 1907 w as...........................  123
------ 263
Total number o f patients in both hospitals Nov.
30, 1907 w as.................................................................  1,090
The number of male patients in the Maine Insane
Hospital Nov. 30, 1908 w as........................................ 465
The number o f female patients in the Maine Insane
Hospital Nov. 30, 1908 w as........................................ 374
------  839
The number of male patients in the Eastern Maine
Insane Hospital Nov. 30, 1908 w a s .........................  145
The number of female patients in the Eastern Maine
Insane Hospital Nov. 30, 1908 w a s .........................  146
------ 291
Total number in the two hospitals.............................  1,130
This statement shows an increase during 1908 of 40 patients; 
and an increase over 1906, of 106 patients.
THE PROCESS OE HOSPITAL MEDICAL TREATMENT.
The reports o f the two superintendents show the satisfactory 
results which have followed the careful work o f the medical 
faculty and attendants o f the hospitals during the past fiscal year, 
a condition which is better demonstrated by the fact that there 
has been an increase in the number of permanent cures, and a 
correspondingly great improvement among a larger number of 
patients than during the previous or any form er year.
The creditable statement by the Superintendent o f the Maine 
Insane Hospital inform s us that there have been dicharged
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on account of permanent cure................................... 60 patients
on account of great improvement............................. 21 patients
on account of improvement.......................................  21 patients
on account of not being insane.................................  1 patient
T o ta l.............................................................................  103 patients
The report of the superintendent of the Eastern Insane Hos­
pital, Nov. 30, 1908, informs us that there have been discharged 
from that institution during the year in consequence of apparent
cu re ...................................................................................  29 patients
Sufficiently improved to warrant d ischarge.......... 12 patients
T ota l.......................................................................... 41 patients
Considering the small number of patients in this hospital the 
result is very creditable.
The number of deaths during the year at the Maine Insane
Hospital has b e e n .......................................................................... 94
At the Eastern Maine Insane H o sp ita l..................................  20
T o ta l.............................................................................................  1 14
The number of deaths appears large, but is less than last year. 
When we consider the advanced age of the inmates of these 
institutions and the depressing influence of impaired mental 
activity and close confinement, we readily appreciate the reason 
for death by premature old age, and other potent affections, 
when sickness occurs to weaken the hold on life.
The superintendent and assistant physicians, separately, in the 
two hospitals have during the past year made special efforts to 
increase the efficiency of the medical treatment, by forming a 
suitable organization, for the purpose of bringing to the attention 
of the full Board of Physicians, at stated periods, the condition 
of those affected with mental and physical diseases.
The Trustees also are pleased to notice a well settled purpose 
on the part of the superintendents and associate physicians of 
both hospitals to use the most modern and improved methods of 
treatment for the mental and physical improvement of all those 
committed to their care.
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T H E SCHO OL FOR TRA IN ED  N U R S E S.
The school for the instruction and education of trained 
nurses has been continued in the hospital at Bangor with very 
satisfactory results, and a similar school has been organized at 
the hospital at Augusta, with gratifying prospects. A  diploma 
from either of these schools, evidencing thorough training, 
examination, and graduation is both a great honor to the recipi­
ent, and a passport to future usefulness and a liberal remunera­
tion. The excellent showings made by the attendants on duty 
at both hospitals merit favorable mention by the Trustees.
The legislature o f 1907 made very large and generous appro­
priations for the M aine Insane Hospital at Augusta and the 
Eastern Maine Insane Hospital at Bangor, and placed the 
expenditure of this sum in the hands of the Board of Trustees 
o f  these two institutions.
The appropriations renovating for the Maine Insane Hospital
were as follows:
F o r removing the male wing of ti e h o sp ita l............ $45,000 00
For completion of arsenal building, greenhouse,
road, laundry, carpenter shop &c.......... ..................  43,265 76
For criminal insane building..........................................  40,000 00
F or water su p p ly ..............................................................  7,300 00
T o t a l ........ .................................................... ................. $135,565 76
For the Eastern Maine Insane Hospital:
For current expenses, repairs and improvements. . $55,800 00
For building the new w in g ............. ............................... 150,000 00
F or tubercular insane b u ild in g .................................... 30,000 00
T o t a l ................. ...................... . .....................................  $235,800 00
For the hospital building on Chase Islan d :
F o r convalescent hospital and various other uses
fully specified ..................................... ........................ $10,00000
Maine Insane Hospital ................................................  135,565 76
Eastern Maine Insane Hospital ............................... 235,800 00
Chase Island Insane Hospital ...................................  10,000 00
Total $381,565 76
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The total amount placed in our hands by the State to meet 
insane hospital requirements during 1907 and 1908 is thus seen 
to be $381,565.76. The execution of this duty has carried with 
it a large responsibility and a need of constant care, attended by 
a corresponding anxiety. We have endeavored as far as possible 
to secure the most economical and desirable forms of construc­
tion by obtaining the lowest bids from responsible and compe­
tent contractors. Suitable committees have been selected from 
the Board with full power to investigate from time to time the 
progress and character of the work. These duties have been 
faithfully performed. We have inevitably met with embarrass­
ments and delay in the execution of the work; and there have 
been some unavoidable causes of complaint. On the whole, how­
ever, we feel proud to invite the legislature and the State in gen­
eral to make a careful examination of the completed work which 
by its fine appearance, and its addition to the efficiency of 
Insane Hospital treatment, does great honor to the munihcient 
benevolence of the State of Maine.
T H E  IM PRO VEM ENTS AND APPROPRIATIONS.
Never probably since the organization and dedication of the 
Maine Insane Hospital sixty-eight years ago, have so large 
appropriations of public money been expended as during the 
past two years; and when we contemplate what the State has 
already done, and consider the generous gifts it has recently 
received from the National Government, we cannot but feel 
thankfulness and pride in the ownership o f one of the largest 
most complete insane hospitals in our great and progressive 
nation. The expense has been justified by the immeasurable 
benefits to our unfortunate fellow-citizens.
It affords, too, a strong incentive to awake and foster a per­
manent interest, so that in the future there can be no fear of 
failure of sufficient appropriations to meet every demand for a 
comfortable institution for the treatment and cure of our insane. 
The fulfillment of such duty brings with it its own reward.
FIRST M ALE W ING OE THE GRA N ITE STRUCTURE.
The renovation of the first male wing of the granite structure 
of the insane hospital at Augusta,— for which $45,000 was 
appropriated by the last legislature, has been completed under
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our watchful care at a cost of over $45,000. The extensive 
improvements, the healthful and increased accommodations, and 
the capacious and well ventilated halls fully justify  the expendi­
ture.
H O SPITAL LIB R A R Y .
The effort to add to the advantage o f the library by increasing 
the number o f books and other reading matter has not been 
proportional to the importance of the subject. Pleasure and 
benefit has been experienced by the inmates o f those institu­
tions that have a suitable building, combining every facility for 
conversation and recreation where a room is set apart for a  
library and a repository o f magazines and newspapers. Such 
a building would be o f  great advantage to the inmates of either 
insane hospital in our State. The Trustees under the direction o f 
Mrs. Frederick Cony, one of our associates, have endeavored 
with very satisfactory results to rearrange and improve our pres­
ent library so that it now presents a very attractive appearance. 
But it is not yet up to the proper standard demanded by a com­
plete hospital.
We need more spacious and convenient quarters, and every 
year a larger supply o f books, magazines and papers. We have 
heretofore frequently had the pleasure o f acknowledging many 
gifts from public benefactors, which have been received with 
gratitude by the inmates of our hospitals; and Mrs. Frederick 
Cony, chairman o f the library committee o f the Maine Insane 
Hospital, would be glad at any time to receive suitable books 
from the many friends of the institutions.
RENOVATION OE T H E  K IT C H E N , B A K E R Y  A N D  EM PLO YEES' 
DININC-ROOM.
The kitchen and the several departments connected therewith 
have been in use since the erection of the first granite hospital 
building sixty-eight years ago. When we consider that these 
same necessary rooms have been made to supply the wants o f 
the new buildings added to the original structure, and now occu­
pied by nearly one thousand insane inmates, we realize that 
conditions demand a complete renovation and a new equipment. 
An examination o f the several kitchen apartments, and their
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increasing appurtenances affords sufficient evidence that neces­
sity and economy would justify an appropriation of $56,000 to 
meet the requirements of the hospital.
C R IM IN A L IN SA N E BUILDING.
The demand for a special and safe building for the care of 
the criminal insane of the state, has been the cause, for a long 
period, of repeated calls for an appropriation; and the last legis­
lature unanimously placed $40,000 in our hands for that pur­
pose. During the past two years the Executive Department of 
the State has manifested a particular interest in having this 
building finished, and a corresponding effort has been made on 
the part of the Trustees to push it along to completion. There 
have been perplexing and unavoidable delays, which the building 
committee of the Trustees have endeavored to obviate; at last 
by diligence and care the structure is nearly ready for occupancy. 
The location, the architecture, the safe construction and the 
general appearance and efficiency of the work meet with 
approval from those best able to judge, and it will be a suitable 
place for the detention of our criminal insane who will soon be 
transferred to it from the state prison.
W ATER SU PPLY AND E IR E  APPARATUS.
The appropriation by the last legislature for water supply 
and apparatus required to extinguish fire amounted to $7,300. 
This amount has been carefully and judiciously expended with 
very gratifying results. The main has been sufficiently enlarged, 
and a powerful pump installed able to throw water with 
increased volume and steady pressure to the highest point of any 
of our buildings. The organization of an adequate fire depart­
ment has during the past two years received the careful attention 
of the trustees, superintendent and treasurer of the Maine Insane 
Hospital. We have equipped and organized such a department 
with officers and men taken from the male employees of the 
hospital, with sufficient apparatus and all other facilities for 
meeting quickly and suppressing the attacks of the flames. The 
trustees have already witnessed the unexpected calling out of 
the company and have been pleased with its prompt and efficient 
work and use of the various forms of apparatus installed for 
overcoming fire.
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The road and sidewalk through the arsenal grounds, when 
fully completed, cannot fail, in consequence of their durable 
character, to meet with universal commendation.
COIIURN PARK.
Some of the income of the generous gift o f Gov. Coburn has 
been used in putting up a beautiful and well-constructed summer 
building for dancing and other forms of recreation for the 
female patients. Situated in the center o f a well-protected 
inclosure on the summit o f the arsenal property, with artistically 
arranged walks, it cannot fail to add to the pleasure and health 
o f the female patients for all future time.
CHASE ISLAND.
The annua! appropriation of the State have gone far toward 
fulfilling the requirements for buildings and other essentials for 
the enjoyment of the summer vacation by selected patients from 
our two insane hospitals. Following the example of previous 
years, the superintendents of the institutions, early in the month 
of June, carefully chose from the Maine Insane Hospital forty 
(40) female patients as fit subjects for a desirable change. An 
addition from the Eastern Maine Insane Hospital of twenty 
(20) patients was added making sixty (60) in all the complete 
number thus cared for. The superintendents exercised careful 
consideration in determining who should be chosen and due 
regard was paid to selecting the largest possible number from the 
convalescent class. The remainder was made up from those who 
would better appreciate a delightful change from  the confine­
ment and monotony o f hospital life in the interior of the State 
to the invigorating breezes and island scenery of the broad 
Atlantic Ocean.
The quarters on the island were pleasantly and satisfactorily 
occupied by the female patients until Ju ly  27, 1908, when they 
returned home without accident, and their places filled by 40 
male patients from the Maine Insane Hospital, and 20 male 
patients from the Eastern Maine Insane H osp ita l; and this class 
o f 60 patients was accommodated on the Island with great 
enjoyment and benefit until Sept. 12, 1908. K a r l B . Sturgis, 
M. D., was in charge o f all these patients during their stay on
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the island, and gave commendable attention to their mental and 
physical condition.
The place was frequently visited by members of the Board of 
Trustees; and they are able to report that each visit gave con­
tinued evidence of the enjoyment of the patients, who in many 
instances showed remarkable improvement, during their stay.
The legislative appropriation of 1907 for Chase Island has 
been carefully and properly expended, to the amount of $10,000. 
The bathing pool has been completed, and will be ready for use 
by the occupants o f the Island this coming season. The Trustees 
would ask for an appropriation of $3,000 each year to cover the 
necessary expenses of transportation, subsistence and other 
expenditures necessary for repairs and the proper care of the 
buildings on the island.
M A IN E  INSANE HOSPITAL.
The Trustees have realized that during the past two years the 
enlargement of the hospital plant, and the increased commit­
ments of new patients have added materially to their responsi­
bilities. The beneficial assistance which we have constantly 
received from Manning S. Campbell, Treasurer of the Maine 
Insane Hospital, during the past two years, has increased largely 
the amount of his w ork ; and he is entitled to the thanks of the 
trustees and appreciation from the people o f our State. There 
have been many changes in the management of the hospital 
medical force. Those who have vacated their official places, 
have been relieved by virtue of their own resignations, and have 
entered upon new business relationships with increased pay. 
They have carried with them the respects and best wishes of 
their medical associates, and the high esteem of the Trustees of 
the institution.
The present board of physicians having the management and 
care of the institution consist of the following individuals: 
Bigelow T. Sanborn, M. D., superintendent; H. L. Horsman, 
M. D., assistant superintendent; Carl J. Hedin, M. D., 2nd 
assistant; Karl B. Sturgis, M. D., 3rd assistant; Gertrude E. 
Heath, M. D., 4th assistant; H. W. Hall, M. D., interne; Roland 
L. McKay, M. D., interne.
The Trustees desire to express their satisfaction to the super­
intendent and his able associates at the convincing proof of their
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ability and interest in the discharge o f their various duties. The 
honored superintendent, Bigelow T. Sanborn, now enters upon 
the 43rd year of his connection with the hospital and his 27th 
years of service o f superintendent. During these many years 
he has acquitted himself with great honor and efficiency and has 
won the respect of the executive department and the confidence 
o f the people o f the entire State. A s we look toward the future 
medical administration o f the Maine Insane Hospital, we feel 
assured that the long experience of Superintendent Sanborn will 
continue with the aid o f his associates to minister powerfully, for 
care, happiness and recovery of those under their charge.
The request for largely increased appropriations of public 
money to meet the wants of the insane hospitals of our State is 
due to the action o f the legislature of 1907. Chapter 100 of the 
laws of that year provides that all insane paupers now supported 
by towns and cities shall be supported by the State after January 
1, 1910.
A  careful investigation shows that this law  will increase the 
number of insane patients in our hospitals by three hundred, and 
we have no other course to follow than to erect and equip new 
buildings for the shelter and care of these unfortunates. Duty 
compels us to call the attention of the legislature to these needs, 
so that we may be ready to meet so large a number of new 
commitments; and there our obligations in this direction cease.
APPROPRIATIONS.
It has been a part o f the duty of the Trustees to give careful 
consideration to the resources of our insane hospitals, and to 
the applications for public aid that should be made to meet their 
increasing requirements. We have obtained the assistance and 
advise of the superintendents and treasurers o f the institutions, 
and, when necessary, have consulted the two architects, who 
have won such deserved distinction in their long continued work 
o f designing and completing the architectural structures which 
adorn and beautify our grounds. The complete work is 
reviewed in the two separate reports made by the superintend­
ents, which have been returned to the State Auditor and we 
respectfully ask that they be carefully considered by the Legisla­
ture.
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STEWARD AND TREASURER'S REPORT.
To /lie TrM^OM 0/ Afoiiie TMano
I herewith present my report of the financial standing of the 
Maine Insane Hospital for the year ending November 30, 1908.
TOTAL RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEM ENTS OF CASH FOR THE YEAR
EN D IN G NOVEMBER 30, 1908.
Dr.
Balance of cash on hand December 1, 1 9 0 7 .............$12,297 30
Receipts for year, hospital account............................ 226,128 00
Received from the State of Maine, account Coburn 
Fund, Williams and Gilman legacies and Orne
F u n d ..............................................................................  2,226 25
Received from the State of Maine, account renova­
tion, First Male Wing ............................................  i5'°oo 00
Received from the State of Maine, account Crimi­
nal Insane B u ild in g ..................................................  23,000 00
Received from the State of Maine, account purchas­
ing herd of cattle ..................................................... 2,000 00
Received from the State of Maine, account appro­
priation for Chase Is lan d ........................................... 2,300 00
Disbursements, hospital account ................................. $213,248 46
Disbursements, account Coburn Fund ...................... 4446 65
Disbursements, account appropriation renovation
First Male W in g ........................................................... 22,319 00
Disbursements, account appropriation rebuilding
Laundry, Furnishings, and Machinery..................... 2,827 90
Disbursements, account appropriation construction
Arsenal Road, and Concrete S id ew alk .................  4.395 45
Disbursements, account purchasing herd o f cattle.. 3,303 10 
Disbursements, account appropriation for construc­
tion of Crimianl Insane Building............................  27,323 06
Disbursements, account appropriation for Chase
Island ...........................................................................  2,300 00
Balance of cash on hand December 1, 1 9 0 8 ............  2,783 93
$283,151 55
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THE FOLLOWING IS A CONDENSED STATEMENT FROM 
THE TREASURER'S REPORT.
To //;<? <?/ fAp /njuwE
I herewith present my report of the financial standing of the 
Eastern Maine Insane Hospital for the year ending November 
30, 1908.
TOTAL RECEIPTS AN D  D ISBU RSEM EN TS OE CA SH  EOR TH E Y E A R  
EN D IN G  NOVEMBER 30, 1908.
Dr.
Balance, cash on hand, Dec. 1, 1 9 0 7 ...........................  $20,888 78
Receipts for year, Hospital account...........................  75)232 39
Receipts from State appropriation...............................  123,330 00
Ur.
Disbursement for y e a r ........................
Balance, cash on hand, Nov. 30, 1908
$221,471 37
$212,083 52 
9)385 85
$221,471 37
Q U A R TER LY STATEM ENT, NOV. 30, 1908.
Cash on hand .................................................................... $9-385 83
Due from State for support of patients......................  5-868 34 '
Due from cities and towns, support of patients . . .  17-795 00
Due from sundry persons and A rm s........................... 474 62
Due from State of Maine, balance o f appropriation 6,900 00
Owe employees for pay roll .................
Owe Arms ....................................................
Owe patients account advance payments
$40,423 81
$2,322 88 
57-769 68
38 15
$60,330 71
(S d .)  CHARLES S . PEARL,
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THE EASTERN MAINE INSANE HOSPITAL.
The past two years have been a period of great interest and 
importance in the history of this progressive and useful institu­
tion. The administration has been, and is now under the direc­
tion of the foilowing resident physicians: H. W. Mitchell,
M. D., Superintendent; Forest C. Tyson, M. D., Assistant 
Superintendent; M ary P. Mitchell, M. D., 2nd Assistant; 
James W. Crane, M. D., Interne.
The Trustees have made the required number of visits to the 
institution, and well understand the various difficulties incident 
to its progress; and we are glad to say that the continuous and 
efficient work of the distinguished superintendent, Dr. H. W. 
Mitchell, has aided wonderfully in removing every obstacle in 
the way of its advancement; he has given careful attention to 
the large outlay of public funds, and has conducted a medical 
administration in harmony with the progressive policy of the 
best insane hospitals in our country.
He is justly entitled to the confidence and support of all our 
citizens, and the approval of the several departments of our 
State Government. He has had the aid of the most competent 
associates on his medical .Taff. The prospect for future useful­
ness of the hospital to our State is most encouraging.
The appropriations made by the last legislature have been 
judiciously and economically expended, resulting in the comple­
tion of a new wing, which meets with universal approval, and 
of a tubercular insane building, both which with other improve­
ments and expenses represent a cost of $235,800.
The Eastern Maine Insane Hospital was erected in conse­
quence of the universal wish that the eastern part of the State 
should have nearer and better accommodations for its insane. 
Our citizens have manifested an increasing interest in its pros­
perity, and approve the methods employed to secure the best 
advance of its purposes. There is every reason that their wishes 
should be gratified.
N ECESSA RY APPROPRIATIONS.
The present accommodations of the hospital at Bangor are 
inadequate and overcrowded, and there is a pressing need of 
additional quarters to meet the demand of the population of
2
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eastern Maine for the treatment of disordered mental conditions. 
As a public necessity, the Trustees recommend that an appropria­
tion be made for that purpose of $175,000.
CONCLUSION.
The present condition o f our two insane hospitals in all their 
departments is satisfactory and prosperous, and they are doing 
a wise philanthropic work.
The Trustees during the past year have been diligent and 
careful; and, although they have been able to speak well of the 
efficiency of the superintendents and other officers and attendants 
of the institutions in discharging their enormous duties, it has 
not escaped our notice that quite frequent complaints and 
reprimands from us have resulted in great improvement in vari­
ous directions.
We enter upon the duties of another year in the hope of great 
and continued prosperity, and we trust by the aid of a kind and 
over-ruling Providence that we shall not be disappointed.
F R E D E R IC K  R O B IE ,
C H A R L E S  E . F IE L D ,
TH O M AS W H IT E ,
G EO RG E E. M A C O M B E R ,
ED W A RD  E . C H A S E ,
M RS. F R E D E R IC K  CO N Y,
ALO N ZO  R. N IC K E R S O N ,
B  enrol 0/
REPO RT O F T H E  C O M M ITT EE ON R EC REA TIO N  
A N D  A M U SE M E N T  O F P A T IE N T S .
To Fto TfM.yfoo.y o/ t/m Afowio
The introduction of the method which has been in operation 
for quite a number of years in making it obligatory to present 
a special and distinct annual report in regard to so beneficial 
an object as to means devised for the diversion and amusement 
of our patients, we regard as very wise. It brings fresh to the 
mind of your Board annually what efforts have been made 
to make prominent this very valuable and important aid to 
various other methods of treatment, that are constantly being 
sought. In thus statedly calling your attention to tbis valuable 
accessory and to what has been accomplished, offers encourage­
ment and gives impetus to renewed efforts to keep alive this 
activity and brings to your mind at once what results have been 
obtained in expending from the bequests set apart for this 
purpose for the immediate mental relief and gratification of our 
patients. We cannot fully measure what inspiration to hope, 
confidence and courage arises in the minds of the unfortunate, 
who without any means, is told that a trip is being planned over 
the new trolley lines, which were made accessible during the 
early fall. This pleasure has been granted to the patients many 
times, who were it not for the means that we have at our com­
mand, would be obliged to forego these healthful and pleasur­
able opportunities. We have endeavored to keep alive what we 
believe as very helpful in the encouragement of our patients to 
better living, higher aspirations, and have been liberal in offer­
ing them the opportunity to leave the environments of hospital 
life for a day and mingle with the outside w orld; thus placing 
them in the same condition that they once enjoyed. As no one 
can fathom the deep recesses of the brain, which through its 
operations, brings to the individual the blessings of hope or fills 
the mind with depression and dread, nor can we fully compre­
hend or foresee what incentives may arise in the mind to 
strengthen confidence and efforts to readjust disjointed mental 
processes when endeavors are being made to place the person 
under natural environments and opportunities for gaining a
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glimpse of outside life  and starting fresh agencies to inspire 
self-reliance, thereby offering influences which are calculated to 
hasten returning reason. It is evident that year by year there 
is being extended to a constantly increasing number of patients, 
these opportunities for their w elfare which have just been 
narrated, with the best interests of our unfortunate at heart we 
would not do less but wish year by year to increase these benign 
instrumentalities. O ur resort at the seashore, now being well 
in hand and appreciated and sanctioned by the citizens of the 
State, in accomplishing much good. The opportunity it offers 
in extending to the patients constant out o f door exercise and 
much more freedom in individual action, inspires confidence, 
courage, and an endeavor to exercise more self-control, thereby 
doing much in the direction of placing the person in a condition 
which promotes recovery. A  few more have been treated during 
the season at the seashore, and if the existing capacity of the 
institution will w arrant in sending additional numbers to the 
resort during the coming season, it will offer increased oppor­
tunity for our people. H aving passed its experimental stage, it 
is evident to all who have to do with its management that the 
resort is accomplishing much good, and no one can fathom the 
beneficial results that these advantages w ill extend to the indi­
vidual during the coming years. It is with much satisfaction 
that we are able to mention the completion o f our work upon 
the Arsenal ground for the exercise o f the female patients. So 
much grading was necessary in the removal o f the pavilion to a 
more commanding site, and the work extending so late into the 
season, the grounds were not in a condition for our patients to 
occupy; in fact, there were only a few days sufhciently warm 
to be prudent to attempt occupation after its completion and 
that of the sidewalk to its approach. O ur patients, however, 
are to be congratulated that at the opening o f warmer weather 
in the spring they w ill not be under the necessity of exercising 
in the public highway, but will be accommodated with most 
excellent opportunities for healthful diversion in this park. A 
most commanding and extensive view is presented from the 
open veranda o f the pavilion. A s the means were taken from 
the Coburn Fund to make ready for use this desirable acquisi­
tion, it was very fitting to name it the Coburn Park, which is 
inscribed in letters at the entrance. Considerable work has been
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accomplished in the revision of the library, and which makes it 
more presentable. With the opportunities of access to the 
library and the various daily papers and weekly magazines, our 
patients are well supplied with reading and much good results. 
The religious duties of our chaplains have been extended to 
our patients and out household as usual, and these services in 
connection with a most excellent choir are eagerly sought by our 
people, marked by a large congregation each Sabbath afternoon. 
Impressed with the beneficial results of music, we have given 
much time and labor in introducing more efficiency to our band 
and orchestra. The exercises in our chapel have already com­
menced and will continue throughout the winter and spring, 
extending an opportunity to listen to the music of a well trained 
orchestra, and making available healthy exercise to those who 
participate in the dancing. We herewith append a financial 
statement of the disbursement of the funds of the institution 
set apart for the individual benefit of our patients.
COBURN FUND DISBURSEM ENTS.
Tor f/ie Fear En^in  ^ November jof/i, ppo#, e^r FoneAer^  
in TreoJMrer'^ O^iee.
$346 40 
743 34 $1,089 74
$25 00
30 00
1 00
16 63
19 14
11 20
31 50
67 45
292 00
14 00
27 40
48 29
47 75
54 75
65 50
2,605 30 $3 ,356 91
$4 ,446 65
BIG ELO W  T. SANBORN, 
CH AS. E. F IE L D ,
M RS. F R E D E R IC K  CONY, 
CowmiFee on Feereahon onE NmMjemenf o/ Patient.
R E P O R T  O F  T H E  C O M M IT T E E  O N  H O SP IT A L  
L IB R A R Y .
To t/ia o/ Mama /nj-aua Hoj^zYa/.*
Your committee on the library for the year ending Novem­
ber 30th, 1908, have attended to that duty and now ask leave to
report.
1907.
gl ,224 00
2 ,000 00
December 1 Cash on hand.................................................................. 4 72
1908.
60 00
July 1. . 60 00
Savings bank dividends.............................................. 49 44 83,398 16
1907.
16 00
December 19 Paid Christian Herald, one copy............................. 2 00
1908.
1 00
1 00
14 00
Balance on hand........................................................... 3,364 16 §3,398 16
December 1. Balance in Antnmfa Savings Banlf 1,273 44
2 .000 00
60 00
Cash on hand................................................................. 30 72 §3,364 16
M R S. F R E D E R I C K  CONY, 
T H O M A S  W H IT E  
B IG E L O W  T . SAN BO RN ,
on Library.
R EPO RT O F T H E  S U P E R IN T E N D E N T  OF TH E 
M A IN E  IN SA N E  H O SP IT A L.
70 o/ the Maum /mycwc No^pfhd.*
A long period has elapsed since this institution was made 
ready to care for the irresponsible and mentally diseased citizens 
of the State. Its history reaches back in providing help for 
the unfortunate as far as the autumn of 1840, when its first 
patient w^ as received. Thus for sixty-eight years constant care 
has been extended to this class, and commencing in a small way 
the patients have gradually been increasing, calling for further 
accommodations and bringing with it added responsibilities year 
by year until we find, that during the period embraced in this 
report the highest number of patients under treatment has been 
863. While I cannot relate the various routine duties and 
labors that must necessarily be performed, in order to properly 
guard and attend to the legitimate wants of the individual, yet 
it is self-evident that the duties required are most strenuous and 
exacting, and require the resident officers in charge to be con­
stantly on the alert in this direction and that, in order to prop­
erly conduct the multitude of daily duties which are involved.
No serious accidents have occurred and save two or three 
incidents our patients have enjoyed the blessings of quite a large 
share of physical health. A few cases o f typhoid fever devel­
oped in one of the wards of the institution, where it was exceed­
ingly crowded, but no epidemic has occurred and no new cases 
have developed for several months. Tw o patients evaded our 
vigilance and committed suicide. The second case occurred 
quite soon after the first, and in precisely the same manner, 
using the sheets from their beds. I have reason to believe that 
the second was from a sudden impulse and suggestion to the
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patient, who had evidently learned o f the means used by the 
other person to consummate his purpose. Both had been sleep­
ing alone for a long time, and there w as nothing to indicate 
that either one had in contemplation self-destruction. I have 
already spoken o f the increased opportunities that are year by 
year brought within the reach of the patients, so it is unneces­
sary to bring the matter to your attention again. We And the 
movement o f population has been as fo llo w s: At the commence­
ment of the year there were remaining a total of eight hundred 
and twenty-seven patients, four hundred and Afty men and three 
hundred and seventy-two women. There have been admitted 
since two hundred and tliirty-Ave, one hundred and thirty-nine 
men and ninety-six women. The whole number under treat­
ment has been 1062, Ave hundred and ninety-four men and four 
hundred and sixty-eight women. The discharged and deaths 
have been as fo llow s: Total recoveries 60, forty-two men and
eighteen women; much improved, 2 1 , nine men and twelve 
women; improved, 22, seven men and Afteen women; unim­
proved, 22, thirteen men and nine women; not insane one man; 
died ninety-four, Afty-seven men and thirty-seven women, 
leaving at the end of the hospital year, November 30, 1908, a 
total number o f 842, four hundred and sixty-Ave men and three 
hundred and seventy-seven women. The daily average number 
o f patients for the entire year has been 846.19 as compared with 
eight hundred and twenty-two o f the previous year. The 
largest number at any time was 863, which occurred September 
Arst as compared with 844 the preceding year, and the least 
number has been 830, which occurred December 8, 1907, as 
compared with 803 the year previous. The percentage of 
deaths to the whole number under treatment has been 8.9 per 
cent as compared with 9.8 per cent as shown in our last report. 
The percentage o f recoveries to the whole number under treat­
ment has been 3.6 per cent as compared with 4.3 per cent as 
noted in the statistics of the preceding year's report, and the 
percentage o f recoveries to admissions has been 23.3 per cent 
compared with 19 .3 per cent the preceding year. Thus it 
will be seen that the death rate has been a triAe less and the 
per cent of recoveries considerably increased.
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SUPPORT OF PA TIENTS.
The patients are being supported in the following manner, viz., 
seventy-three by their own means, one hundred entirely by the 
State, 669 receive the State aid of one dollar and fifty cents 
per week, towns and individuals paying the balance. There is 
reason to believe that this table does not contain the exact facts 
in some particulars. From what can be learned by the relatives 
of the patients I am justified in making the statement, that the 
support of quite a considerable number of patients, in excess of 
the above figure, is paid from the means of the individual or 
the relatives, to the towns or cities committing.
NEW CONSTRUCTIONS.
It has been an especially busy year in the construction of new 
appliances which will, in their intended purpose, greatly 
strengthen the hospital resources. The renovation of the first 
wing for males, which was placed under contract to R. J. 
Noyes, builder, of this city was completed and occupied in 
September. This wing has been finished by fireproof material. 
The architects Messrs. Coombs and Gibbs introduced in their 
plans the constructions of chimneys in each of the individual 
rooms, for the ingress of heated air, the air chambers of which 
are located in the basement and are supplied by fresh air from 
the outside. Corresponding exits for foul air had been supplied 
by the same method, thus greatly increasing the ventilation of 
the wing which is noticeable at all times. The lower ward of 
the building is dedicated to the worn and helpless aged, and the 
increase of comfort and contentment offered this class is very 
apparent. The middle and upper wards are set apart for our 
acute cases where greatly increased medical efforts are put into 
operation, and additional appliances are instituted.
The introduction of continuous baths has produced positive 
results in several cases already, and it is expected that such 
treatment will become a valuable aid. It is intended that the 
acute cases shall remain in these wards until a thorough physical 
and mental diagnosis has been obtained before final classifica­
tion and distribution to other wards take place.
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We are pleased in the practical operations of this wing, and 
shall expect that the wards will contribute with their various 
appliances increased positive results. Improved sanitation and 
a greater volume o f fresh air made available is very noticeable.
The construction o f the criminal insane building under con­
tract with C. H. H oxie o f this city, from various causes we 
regret to report has not been fully completed, but there is some 
assurance that the building will be ready for occupation by the 
first of February. Much anxiety at the prison has been felt 
in its lack o f capacity to accommodate the influx of convicts 
ordered there by the various courts.
Under the existing conditions it was thought best for this 
institution to take upon itself the care o f a portion of the 
inmates of the insane department, and fourteen of the milder 
cases were transferred from there here the first of last Sptem- 
ber. We confess that much anxiety was felt regarding their 
management here, but it may be said that with very few excep­
tions their conduct has been such as to aid in assuaging our 
anxiety. Out o f the fourteen there have been but two or three 
on an average that have not been able to mingle with the other 
patients.
The pavilion at the park has been thoroughly renovated and 
is practically a new construction.
The enlargement o f our water mains and the installment of a 
powerful pump at the engine house has from several actual 
demonstrations proved its efficiency in the event of fire. 
Increased pressure throws water in sufficient volume over the 
highest point o f any of the hospital buildings. A  hose house 
in connection with the fire department has been constructed 
during the summer and fall, and is now in use.
I he building o f the new road with its accompanying side­
walk adds much not only to the accommodation of the entire 
residents of the institution but to the public as well, and much 
favorable comment is made to us by our frequent visitors.
R E P A IR S  AND IM PRO VEM EN TS.
W henever appropriations are obtained for purposes of con­
struction it is found that however careful and painstaking we 
may be in our contract, many details are overlooked requiring
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an extra amount of labor for our own carpenters before the 
buildings are in a condition for occupancy. Because of this 
unusual amount of renovation, and reconstruction, we have 
been obliged to have in the services of the carpenter department 
four men almost the entire year. Beside a large amount of 
labor required of them in the completion of the new wing, the 
pavilion at the park, in constructing a veranda completely 
around the building, the laying of new doors and other neces­
sary equipments required much service from this department.
A new hose house has been constructed and made ready for 
use by our own force.
The necessary repairs and improvements which in conse­
quence of yearly wear and tear in one direction or another, have 
been completed from time to time during the year and placed 
in a suitable condition for winter's use.
The engineers department calls for many repairs during the 
year at such season as we are not furnishing steam for the heat­
ing of the various wards, all of which repairs have been fully 
adjusted.
It has been found necessary to increase our force of painters 
and four men have been kept busy in keeping up the various 
repairs and improvements in this department. Our brick stable 
for our herd of cows, and its accompanying storage barns have 
all been repainted. Much labor from this department has been 
performed in and about the various wards of the institution, 
including the six transverse wards which receives so much wear 
and tear and require the painters services often in order to keep 
up the proper sanitation. One of the pavilion wards for males 
has been thoroughly renovated, not only in the necessary car­
penter work required but painting as well.
Since the occupation of our seashore home, we have made it 
a point to leave two of these wards on either side of the house 
unoccupied in order that the mechanics may not be interrupted 
in their renovation. The necessary labor for our painters has 
been performed upon several buildings of the arsenal, and that 
portion of the new wings which was not placed in the contract 
and necessary to be completed has been accomplished by our 
painter.
It may be well to inform your board, that the necessary yearly 
painting and varnishing of all of our carriages, which hereto-
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fore has been taken to the city is now being performed by our 
own force and quite a financial saving has resulted.
FU TU RE NEEDS.
Such important advantages have been observed in conse­
quence of the renovation and modernizing o f three out of six 
o f our old wings, that we have hoped at each session of the 
legislature, appropriations would be made for continued recon­
struction until the whole was accomplished. Our hopes how­
ever can hardly be realized because of the action of the last 
legislature, in passing a law, which as soon as it becomes effect­
ive in 1910 the State is to assume the responsibility for the sup­
port of all persons now chargeable to the municipalities.
This radical change unquestionably right in principle, has 
very materially lessened opportunities for re-construction and 
the attention of the management of the institution must neces­
sarily be turned to other channels, in the direction of setting 
forth the wants of the hospital, in appropriations for the con­
struction of additional accommodations to care for the large 
influx of patients made necessary by this change of the law, and 
whose committal will unquestionably be made forthwith after 
the act of the legislature goes into effect.
The condition o f this institution is such that it is totally 
unfitted through lack of capacity to take upon itself its propor­
tional additional number of patients. This can readily be seen 
when we remember that a few years ago a committee of the 
trustees with the superintendent were appointed to determine 
the actual capacity of the hospital. A fter careful and pains­
taking investigation it was determined that the actual accommo­
dations for patients were five hundred and eighty-three beds. 
Subsequently the Burleigh Pavilion was constructed which 
increased our capacity one hundred and twenty, and this esti­
mate was larger than the better judgment of some who have 
had large experience in the domiciling of patients.
Thus it will be seen that the actual capacity is now seven 
hundred and three beds. Our highest number under treatment 
during the year has been 863, an excess in its legitimate capacity 
to care for patients o f 160. While a few such as the convales­
cent and private wards are not crowded, yet there are many
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departments where the excess of their capacity is more than 
double the estimate of the normal accommodations of these 
sections of the institution by the committee of your board. 
These facts can be demonstrated at any time and to anyone who 
are authorized to investigate.
From these numerical statements it is self-evident that there 
is but one course to pursue, and I would recommend to your 
board not only the desirability but the actual necessity of asking 
the legislature for an appropriation sufficient for the construc­
tion of two buildings, for the future accommodation of patients 
and an additional building to provide for its necessary super­
vision by officers and employees, and that these premises be 
constructed on the pavilion plan, extending the present 
approaches to the already existing buildings which are located 
in the rear of the present center and rear center building.
Many more patients in my judgment will be committed to 
the institution year by year than formerly, so that the hospital 
will be obliged to continue to accommodate patients before other 
appropriations are made for additional care.
I would further call your attention to the necessity of addi­
tional and better accommodations for our kitchen, and its sup­
plemental departments. It has been many years since its 
reconstruction and it has become worn, and inadequate to sup­
ply the proper wants of the institution. Its capacity is insuffi­
cient and many changes should be made in order to facilitate 
economy in labor which is so necessary in the culinary depart­
ment of a hospital. Under the existing condition I would there­
fore recommend that a legislative appropriation be asked for, 
sufficient for a thorough renovation and the construction of 
additional space for this department. I have carefully investi­
gated the matter from every standpoint with our architect, and 
will leave its consideration in your hands to take such action 
in the premises as you believe will contribute to the necessities 
and demands of the hospitals.
FARM  AND GARDFN.
I shall be unable to furnish your board as to the amount of 
the yield of the various products of these two departments, as 
I have not the necessary information at my command, and must
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necessarily refer you to the itemized account of the steward 
and treasurer.
The severe drought of last year which prevailed not only in 
this section but throughout New England quite seriously 
affected our hay crop, and the yield was more than one hun­
dred tons less than last year. The potato crop was excellent 
in quality and quantity and a yield of more than thirty-five 
hundred bushels was the result. The corn crop designed for 
ensilage was excellent in quality and a greater yield per acre 
was obtained than the corresponding year.
Notwithstanding the severe drought the aggregate crop from 
the garden I think w ill be found to be fully up to the average. 
Nearly all of the various vegetables were o f fine quality and 
quantity.
We have at present at our stables one hundred and eighteen 
cows and heifers. F ifty -six  of the herd are well matured cows 
and are supplying milk. The rest of the herd are heifers, ten 
or more however will be giving milk during the winter and 
spring.
During the year we pressed over two hundred tons of hay, 
about half of which was sold. We have probably at this time 
nearly four hundred available to feed out, and I would suggest 
that we at once continue to purchase suitable cows for milk as 
they can be bought now at very reasonable prices, and there is 
ample forage for the consumption o f a largely increased herd.
Professor W hittier of Bowdoin College visited us at my 
request and investigated into the sanitary condition of our stable 
and our milk product, and I am pleased to state that in a writ­
ten statement to me after having first visited other barns where 
a portion of our milk is supplied, the per cent of comparison 
was strikingly favorable to the existing condition that pertains 
here.
Before closing what I have to say in reference to the above 
auxiliaries I wish to mention in commendable terms the very 
efficient services o f our late W. H. Allen, who for many years 
had charge not only o f the farm and garden, but in addition that 
of the floral department. He came to the institution many 
years ago, after a thorough training and took the immediate 
charge of our greenhouse which was then being constructed. 
This department under his immediate care grew  rapidly and as
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a result flower-beds were constructed upon all of the lawns of 
the institution, and our patients were supplied in the various 
wards of the institution from the products of this department. 
Subsequently he was assigned to the general charge, not only 
of the farm and garden, but the floral department and lawns as 
well until increasing failure of health was noted early last 
spring and continued until in October he was obliged to give 
up his active duties. He continued to fail until his death which 
occurred the latter part of last June. It will be hard to find 
in one man all of the requisite qualities for the position which 
he so efficiently filled for many years.
OFFICIAL CHANCES.
A  long time has elapsed since so many changes have occurred 
in the medical staff of the institution as has taken place during 
the last fiscal year. Dr. Carl J. Hedin who had acquired sev­
eral years of judicious training at the Massachusetts State 
Hospital at Tewksbury, was elected and appointed as assistant 
physician, and commenced his duties early in the year. Dr. 
Harris C. Barrows secured the appointment of second assistant 
at the institution at Gardner, Mass., and severed his connection 
with this hospital in the latter part of March. The doctor is 
an exceptionally well educated physician and possessed of 
admirable moral qualities. Dr. H. B. Hill, assistant superin­
tendent, who for many years had been a resident physician here 
resigned his position to take effect in April. My long acquaint­
ance with him and his estimable wife endeared me to them. 
Dr. Hill was a physician of strict integrity of chartcter, and 
possessed of high moral qualities. M y best wishes are extended 
to both, and wish them much happiness and health. Dr. H. L. 
Horsman who had served efficiently and successfully as second 
physician was promoted to the position made vacant by the 
resignation of Dr. Hill and Dr. Carl J . Hedin succeeded to the 
position made vacant by Dr. Horsman. Dr. Hedin came well 
equipped in his profession with desirable experience in his 
specialty. He is painstaking and active and has entered upon 
the duties of his profession with that determination that always 
brings success.
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Two internes were secured immediately after graduating at 
the Bowdoin Medical School. Dr. H. W . H all and H.W. Abbott. 
Dr. Karl B. Sturgis who had served satisfactorily as assistant 
physician was immediately after his successful management of 
our seashore home, appointed and elected third assistant. Dr. 
Abbott secured the services as an assistant in a private surgical 
hospital and by my permission left his position here during the 
early part o f November. A  few days subsequent Dr. Roland 
L . M cKay came as interne to supply the vacancy of Dr. Abbott. 
It is with satisfaction that I can speak in very commendable 
terms of the very efficient, studious and painstaking services of 
all of my associates upon the medical staff. They are alert at 
all times in extending to me necessary aid.
In summing up the operations of the hospital in concluding 
my annual report it is always a source o f gratification, if I can 
consistently mention o f progress in the daily routine duties 
which all of the resident officers and employees are called upon 
to perform. I think I can add without fear of criticism, that 
there has been no year during the past four decades when so 
many progressive measures have been introduced, tending to 
strengthen individual treatment.
The usual visitations have been made by the visiting commit­
tee of the governor and council and their hearty support has 
been extended throughout the year.
M y associates in office have been on the alert to strengthen 
my hand on every occasion that has presented itself, and have 
offered valuable aid.
To all of those who are immediately connected with the care 
of the patients and who have performed conscientious and intel­
ligent duties, I am under obligations. M y  clerks have been 
exceedingly active and punctual in putting into print my dicta­
tions.
I would not attempt or presume to perform  a perfunctory 
duty year by year to thrust upon the intelligence of your board 
when I mention the obligations I am under to each member, did 
it not spring from the deeper sentiments o f the heart and mind 
and from an intelligent recognition of the constant support, 
which you have deemed fitting to extend to me.
M E D IC A L  ST A T IST IC S, 1908.
TABLE No. 1.
Men. Women. Total.
455 372 827
139 96 235
594 468 1,062  
60
^   ^ DISCHARGES AND DEATHS.
42 18
9 12 21
7 15 22
13 9 22
1 0 1
57 37 94
Upmnininp* 1Q08 465 377 842
TABLE No. 2.
Fright.....................................
IH health..............................
Men. Women. Total.
8 2 10
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
0 1 1
5 10 15
2 3 5
0 2 2
15 8 23
7 5 12
2 0 2
6 1 7
7 1 8
5 1 6
1 3
0 1 1
0 8 8
1 0 1
8 5 13
0 1 1
3 1 4
3 0 3
1 3
47 32 79
2 2 4
139 96 235
3
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TABLE No. 3.
Men. Women. Total.
From 10 t .  20 years of age 13 1 14
" 2 0 " 3 0  "  ........................................... 17 21 38
" 3 0 " 4 0  "  ............................................ 34 14 48
" 4 0 " 5 0  "  ........................................... 20 22 42
" 5 0 " 6 0  "  ............................................ 32 19 51
" 6 0  " 7 0  "  ............................................ 12 10 22
" 7 0 " 8 0  "  ........................................... 9 16
" 8 0  " 9 0  "  .................  ...................... 2 2 4
Total............................................................................ 139 96 235
TABLE No. 4.
Men. Women. Total.
63 44 107
68 32 100
6 17 23
2 3 5
139 96 235
TABLE No. 5.
lm onth
6
9
12
3 Years
4
5
10
15
30
Congenital.
Total.........
Men. Women. Total.
,3 10 23
26 17 43
24 8 32
1 1 9 20
3 5
7 10 17
12 11 23
3 3 6
1 1 2
4 2 6
0 2
1 1
3 6 9
5 1 6
27 12 39
139 96 235
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December, 1907 
April, ^
July.
August,^
Total.........
TABLE No. 6.
Men. Women. Total.
9 10 19
14 3 19
10 3 15
1 1 13
10 5 15
10 12
9 16
12 14 26
13 10 23
11 33
6 9 13
13 6 19
139 96 235
TABLE No. 7.
Men. Borneo. Total.
„vr..er!in„ 3 ___ 14 7 21
6 "  .............................................. 10 5 15
"  "  9 "  .............................................. 5 2 7
"  "  12 "  ............................................. 6 1
"  "  2 Years .............................................. 5 3 8
"  "  3 "  .............................................. 1 0 1
"  "  6 "  .............................................. 1 0 1
Total.......................................................................... 42 IS 60I
TABLE No. 8.
Men. Women. Total.
Arm. 0 3 3
2 1 3
1 3
3 3 6
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 1
2 1 3
5 7
1 0 1
1 11 12
1 2 3
1 0 1
3 10
5 1 6
16 4 20
0 0
i 0 1
0 1 1
0 1 1
Valvular Heart Disease.................................................. 6 1
Total............................. 57 37 94
M A IN E  INSANE HOSPITAL.
TABLE No. 9. 
M O N T H L Y  M O R T A L I T Y .
Men. Women. Total.
December, 1907
January, 19{)%
March,
May,'
June,
July,
6
6
6 1September,
October,
November, 6 1
Total.... 57 37 9
TABLE No. 10.
Men. Women. Total.
^?"*!0t°20 years............... 2 21 330 "40 "  ....................................... 10 8 140 50 '* 6 4 150 "60 "  ....................................... 9 6 160 "70 "  ................................  '' ' 13 2 114 10 22 2
Total...... 57 37 9---------- .-----
TABLE No. 11 .
Men. Women. Total.
1 month 5 4
7 6 1
7 1 E
4 2 *
14 8 25 "  .. .......................................................... 3 110 4 315 "  . . .  * ........................................................ i 5
125 "  . . .  ............................................................. i 2
30 ................ i 2
Total......... 57 37 9
----------------------- -
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TABLE No. 12.
Men. Women. Total.
1 0 1
2 1 3
1 0 1
Book-keeper.................................................................... 1 2 3
1 0 1
1 0 1
4 0 4
2 0 2
0 1 1
1 0 1
0 5 5
1 0 1
17 0 17
1 0 1
0 60 60
1 0 1
1 0 1
28 0 28
2 0 2
2 0 2
6 13
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
25 13 38
Peddler............................................................................. 2 0 2
3 0 3
3 0 3
1 0 1
6 0 6
S!n!psm&n 2 0 2
1 0 1
1 3
1 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
5 1 6
1 0 1
1 0 1
5 0 5
Tailor................................................................................ 1 0 1
1 5 6
Truckman......................................................................... 1 0 1
Total.......................................................................... 139 96 235
38 M AIN E INSANE HOSPITAL,
Bath.................................
Belfast.............................
Bethel*........................
Buekfield........................
Eden..'........... ...............
Eliot................................
Fairfield.........................
Hollis.........................
Hot)".....  ..............
Morrill.......................
Otisfield.....................
Oxford.................... .
TABLE No. 13.
Women. Total.
6 5 11
4 4 8
0 1 1
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
2 1 3
1 1
0 2 2
1 0 1
1 1
0 2
0 1 1
0 1 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 2 3
1 0 1
1 1 2
1 0 1
1 0 1
3 0 3
o- 1 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
0 2
0 1 1
! 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
0
0 3 3
i 0 1
1 (1 1
1 0 1
1 3
0 1 1
1 1
0 1 1
0 1 1
o 1 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
0
1 3
0 1 1
1 0 1
10 17
0 1 1
o
0 1 1
1 1 2
0 1 1
1 1
1 0 1
1 o 11 o 10 1 !
1 0 1
1 3
0 i 1
1 0 1
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TA BLE No. 13—Concluded.
Men. Women. Total.
Palmyra 1 0 1
1 1 2
Peru.................................................................................. 0 1 1
Phillips............................................................................. 1 0 1
1 0 1
16 13 29
0 1 1
1 1 2
3 5
3 0 3
0 2 2
2 1 3
Sangervillp....................................................................... 0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 2
Skowhegan 1 1 2
1 0 1
1 0 1
14 0 14
1 0 1
0 1 1
0 2
0 2 2
So.Port land.................................................................... 2 1 3
0 1 1
Temple............................................................................. 1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
Waldo.............................................................................. 1 0 1
0 1 1
2 4
0 1 1
1 0 1
Wells................................................................................ 0 1 1
2 1 3
WhiteBeld......................................................................... 0- 1 1
1 ' 0 1
0 1 1
6 1 1
0 2
York.................................................................................. 1 " 1
Total......................................................................- - 139 96 235
40 M AINE INSANE HOSPITAL
TABLE No. )4.
Men. Women.
1 1 3 76
1615
4
5
1
1 0
139 96
TABLE No. 15.
Men. Women.
33 15
80 ' 
0 
1
98
2
6
139 96
TABLE No. 16.
Haty...................
ohi^ .
P. E. Island.......
Total...........
Women.
1 0
6 4
1 0
1 1
2 1
4 4
2 0
1 0
106 74
1 5
2 0
2 0
1 3
3 1
0 1
1 0
1 0
1 02 00 21 0
139 96
Total
1
101
2
3
8
I
180
6
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TABLE No. 17.
Men. Women. Totai.
Infection Psychosis:
Infection Delirium............................................... 1 0 1
Kuhanstinn Psyehnsis:
Coilapse Delirium................................................. 0 1 1
Intoxicatbn Psychosis: ^ ^
2 0 2
11 1 11
4 1 50 20 2
14 18 32
Dementia Paraiytica................................................... 16 2 18
Organic D^entias: ^  ^
3 1 4
1 1 2
4 Huntin<ydor s^ disen^e with P!pil^ psy
1 0 1
1 0 1
1 0 1
6 Traumatic Dementia................................... 1 0 1
Inv.iuti.^Psych.sis^  ^  ^  ^ ^
1 11 12
1 0 1
3- Senile Dementia............................................ 21 13 34
Manic-depressive Insanity:
1 1 19 3C
Depressive Form.................................................. 15 11 26
Pnrannin 9 6 15
4 5 9
ConstitutionalPsychopathic&tates........................... 5 4 9
Defective Mental Development:
1. FeebteMinded.............................................. 4 0 <!
6 2 8
1 0 ]
Not Insane.................................................................... 1 0
Totat...................................................................... 139 96 235
TABLE No. IS.
YEAR.
T3
-g
.a
0
a  ^
^  ^ c  
E
0  3 ^ 0
T3
O
#
D
ie
d.
.
3 '3 > .a g-g 
"SJ3 "
K ^
1 8 4 0 - 1 .......................... 105 79 133 33 20 20 6 70 28
1 S 4 1 - 2 .......................... 87 76 141 36 16 18 6 73 .50
1 8 4 2 - 3 .......................... 82 79 147 31 27 17 4 72
1 8 4 3 - 4 .......................... 83 75 151 32 18 22 3 79 6.5
1 8 4 4 - 5 .......................... OS 90 175 38 22 23 7 89
1 8 4 5 - 6 .......................... 102 87 187 46 22 14 5 107 79
1 8 4 6 - 7 .......................... 124 100 224 53 17 20 10 125 9H
1 8 4 7 - 8 .......................... 128 125 252 60 31 14 20 135 117
1 8 4 8 - 9 .......................... 123 123 250 60 28 17 18 135 118
1 8 4 9 - 5 0 ....................... 126 109 253 58 20 16 15 148 126
1 8 5 0 - 1 .......................... 00 102 234 51 40 52 39 155 .52
1 8 5 1 - 2 .......................... 105 72 157 36 11 16 9 84 52
1 8 5 2 - 3 .......................... 124 89 208 45 14 15 15 119 84
1 8 5 3 - 4 .......................... 110 114 229 49 15 18 32 119 114
1 8 5 4 - 5 .......................... 128 88 243 41 14 14 19 155 114
1 8 5 5 - 6 .......................... 140 114 304 54 22 19 19 194 1.51
1 8 5 6 - 7 .......................... 144 126 334 69 24 19 14 215 190
1 8 5 7 - 8 .......................... 126 126 334 59 25 18 24 225 205
1 8 5 8 - 9 .......................... 140 120 357 58 22 23 17 240 205
1859 6 0 ....................... 136 133 373 63 22 17 31 246 227
1 8 6 0 - 1 .......................... 135 123 375 55 25 16 27 255 239
1 8 6 1 - 2 .......................... 125 119 377 57 24 19 19 263 244
1 8 6 2 - 3 .......................... 118 111 376 52 2! 14 24 266 242
1 8 5 3 - 4 .......................... 124 135 389 49 22 11 53 273 247
1864 5 .......................... 142 119 396 47 25 23 24 282 254
1865—6 .......................... 135 136 412 61 29 13 33 287 267
1806 7 ..................... 150 123 426 54 27 11 31 303 276
1 8 6 7 - 8 .......................... 165 129 468 63 23 16 27 341 302
1 8 8 8 - 9 .......................... 150 152 489 68 28 14 42 351 332
1 8 6 9 - 7 0 ....................... 130 122 467 48 19 18 37 348 330
1870- t .......................... 174 151 519 58 28 21 44 376 34.5
1 8 7 1 - 2 .......................... 202 177 570 79 34 19 45 404 368
1 8 7 2 - 3 .......................... 200 182 593 83 36 20 43 416 388
1 8 7 3 - 4 .......................... 189 207 600 6! 33 61 52 420 393
1 8 7 4 - 5 .......................... 188 178 581 68 31 27 52 408 389
1 8 7 5 - 6 .......................... 186 184 589 68 33 31 52 408 384
1 8 7 6 - 7 .......................... 194 183 599 74 35 28 46 423 397
1 8 7 7 - 8 .......................... 188 186 604 56 4.5 37 48 423 406
1 8 7 8 - 9 .......................... 196 195 614 53 32, 60 30 432 399
1879 8 0 ....................... 188 171 607 57 33! 43 38 439 390
1 8 8 0 - 1 .......................... 215 201 651 56, 37i 42 46 453 426
1 8 8 1 - 2 .......................... 194 183: 644! 71 35 34! 43 465 433
1 8 8 2 - 3 .......................... 208 205 669 53 42 22! 88 467 430
1 S 8 3 - 4 .......................... 203 207^ 667 .59 31 16 101 472 443
1 8 8 4 - 5 .......................... 240 223! 709 80 54 12: 77 488 459
1 8 8 5 - 6 .......................... 231 189 717 66 56 60 543 4S4
1 8 8 6 - 7 .......................... 226 202 754 82 52 14 .54 556 527
1 8 8 7 - 8 .......................... 250 224 802: 76 48 19 81 600 552
1 8 8 8 - 9 .......................... 225 223 803 65 60 22 76 599 561
1 8 8 9 - 9 0 ....................... 253 207 833! 65 52 17 73 634 577
1 8 9 0 - 1 .......................... 245 198 8711 63 47 18 70 677 626
1 8 9 1 - 2 .......................... 269 257 942) 71 72 25 89 697 669
1 8 9 2 - 3 .......................... 287 301 972 75 83 .55 88 714 671
1 8 9 3 - 4 .......................... 284 275 955 84 51 36 104 706 668
1 S 9 4 - 5 .......................... 274 248 954 95 54 34 65 712 680
1 8 9 5 - 6 .......................... 240 237 946 58 70 29 80 717 690
1 8 9 6 - 7 ......................... 255 25! 964 52 95 33 81 737 710
1 8 9 7 - 8 .......................... 234 214 947 42 76 35 61 740 708
ISOS 9 .................... 249 235 982 48 37 21 103 771 732
1 8 9 9 - 1 9 0 0 ................. 273 249 1020 61 49 32, 107 782 748
1 9 0 0  1 9 0 1 ................. 206 377 977 66 92 117 102 776 600
1 9 0 1 - 1 9 0 2 ................. 203 172 803 46 28 16 82 631 596
1 9 0 2 - 1 9 0 3 ................. 209 176 8-40 57 31 17 77 668 629
1 9 0 3 - 1 9 0 4 ................. 200 160 864 49 23 11 77 710 663
1901 1 9 0 5 ................. 210 * 201 914 63 38 11 89 728 701
1 9 0 5 - 1 9 0 6 ................. 278 185 991 47 13 22 90 809 712
1 9 0 5 - 1 9 0 7 .................. 249 227 1.0.54 48 35 40 104 844 803
1 9 0 7 - 1 9 0 8 .................. 235 220 1.062 60 22 22 94 863 830
54
65
US.
76
s.5
100
124
127
127
144
52
S4
119
115
155
100
20S
20S
337
240
252
25S
265
254
276
303
339
337
345
26S
393
411
393
403
405
416
41S
419
436
450
461
464
460
4S6
52S
552
57S
5s0
626
673
671
6S0
706
709
713
733
74/
77!
600
631
664
704
713
S06
S27
843
48
62
65
70
80
93
108
112
126
137
78
109
109
134
167
204
213
222
236
248
254
254
263
272
391
219
342
339
363
385
400
406
398
398
411 
415 
415
412 
442
449
450 
454 
474 
506 
543 
580 
579 
612 
649 
685 
693 
680 
698 
703 
722 
727 
747 
764 
702 
607 
646 
689 
710 
739 
822 
846
BIGELOW T. SA N B O R N .
FINANCIAL REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON CHASE 
ISLA N D  HOSPITAL.
AucusTA, MAINE, November 30, 1908.
To o/ Afanic
GENTLEMEN:— In accordance with the resolve approved 
February 13, 1907, (see chapter 30, laws of 1907, page 1446) 
appropriating seven thousand five hundred dollars for the year 
1908, for the following purposes:
The construction of an additional building, a bath and swim­
ming pool, a gasoline launch, salary of caretaker, transportation 
of patients, officers, employees, additional bedding, repairs and 
cost of running launch,
We herewith submit report of cash received on account of 
appropriation and disbursements for the year ending November 
30, 1908.
^ 1908. ^ $327 51
7 ,500 00
1 ,000 00
553 48 $3 ,380 99
$740 00
421 56
310 0 0
131 76
44 16
25 10
16 15
354 01
680 01
818 32
$3 ,541 05
160 06
$3 .541 05 $3 .541 05
Respectfully submitted.
EDWARD E. CHASE, 
CHARLES E. FIELD,
MRS. FREDERICK CONY, 
Co77i77??7fcc 071 C/in-rc /j/and Ho-ypifa/.
R E P O R T  OF BU ILDIN G C O M M IT T E E  O N  FIR ST
M ALE 'W ING .
AUGUSTA, MAINE, Novem ber 30, 1908. 
To fAo 0/ HojpiYu/.'
GENTLEMEN:—In accordance with the resolve approved 
February 13, 1907, (see chapter 3 3 , laws of 1907, page 1448.)
F^-yo/wJ, "That there be and hereby is appropriated the sum 
of forty-five thousand dollars, for the use o f the M aine Insane 
Hospital, for the purpose o f reconstructing the first male wing. 
Said sum to be expended under the direction o f the trustees of 
insane hospitals."
We herewith submit our report o f  cash received on account 
of the appropriation and disbursements for the year ending 
November 30, 1908.
j  1908.  ^  ^ ^"ovation 1 trst Mate Wtn^.
F. W. Webb Mfg^Co. pipe fittings, etc.....................................
$7 ,319 00
10 ,000 00
5 ,000 00
$18 .700 80
1 ,906 81
336 00
137 00
61 96
381
1 .303 64'
364 00
134 89'
94 69
456 06
612 21
1 ,249 7 4 '
85 18
897 80
959 14
$27 ,681 49
$22,319  00
$5,362 49
$27 ,681 49 $27 ,681 49
Respectfully submitted,
C EO . E . M A C O M B E R , 
MRS. F R E D E R IC K  CO N Y, 
T H O M A S W H IT E ,
A. R. N IC K E R S O N ,
REPORT OF T H E  C O M M IT T E E  O N  T H E  CRIM INAL
IN S A N E  BU ILD IN G .
AucusTA, MAINE, November 30, 1908.
To o/ f/io Afawo Turnip Hojpihi/.'
GENTLEMEN:— In accordance with the resolve approved 
March 6, 1908, (see chapter 82, laws of 1907, page 1463.
TT-yo/arcf, "T h at there be and is hereby appropriated the sum 
of forty thousand dollars for the purpose o f constructing a 
suitable building for the criminal insane upon the arsenal 
grounds of the Maine Insane Hospital, said appropriaation to 
be expended under the direction of the trustees of insane 
hospitals."
We herewith submit our report of cash received on account
of the appropriation and disbursements for the year ending 
November 30, 1908.
^  1908. ^  ^  C r i m i i ^ l  I n l i n e  B u i l d i n g ..................................................................
F. W. WeMb Mfg^Co., pipe fittings. . . .  ..............................
^  1908^ B i  i t
$8,819 55
5 ,000 00
8 ,000 00
10,000 00
$19,336 00
160 05
1 ,561 00
11 00
4 50
50 00
46 31
194 52
100 79
8 42
15 20
413 14
242 88
40 54
40 22
818 71
2 ,621 41
631 05
1,027 12
$4,496 49
331,8 19 55
$27,323 06
4,496 49
$31,819 55
Respectfully submitted,
GEO. E . M A C O M BER , 
MRS. F R E D E R IC K  CONY, 
T H O M A S W H IT E ,
A. R. N IC K E R S O N ,
C<377777Mff^f.
R E P O R T  OF B U IL D IN G  C O M M ITT EE O N L A U N D R Y .
AuGUST.% MAINE, N ovem ber 30, 1908. 
70  f/n? 7'fM.y?rr.y 0/ Afonzc fajaur HojpzYu/.'
GENTLEMEN:—In accordance with the resolve appropved 
February 13, 1907, (see chapter 28, laws o f 1907, page 1445) 
appropriating eighteen thousand three hundred and eighty-five 
dollars ($18,385.00) fo r  rebuilding laundry, furnishing and 
machinery, we herewith submit our report o f cash received on 
account of the appropriation and disbursements for the year 
ending November 30, 1908.
io n ?
Dec. 1. " " ^ ^ e d  appropriation re-
$2,827 90 $2 ,827 90
Labor of men and teams carting materia)..............................
5 .450 31
600 00 
68 16 
88 00 
27 34 
82 89 
199 26 
102 42
$6,6 18  38
$3 ,790 48
y
$6 ,6 18  38 $6 ,618 38
Respectfully submitted,
GEO. E. M A C O M B E R , 
MRS. F R E D E R IC K  C O N Y, 
TH O M A S W H IT E ,
A. R. N IC K E R S O N ,
S T E W A R D  A N D  T R E A S U R E R 'S  R E P O R T .
To fAo o/ Tfnznp Tnycwo Tfo^p/foT*
I herewith present m y report of the financial standing of the 
Maine Insane Hospital for the year ending November 30, 1908.
ToTAE RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS OE CASH FOR THE 
YEA R ENDING NOVEMBER 30, IQ08.
B la f h h <1 D ^*b
D; b ts h s it 1 ^ * t .
^W ing. ^ . .^ . . . . . .  . . * * b ildi 1 d  ,
$ 12  ,297 30
226 ,128 00
2 ,226 25
15  ,000 00
23 ,000 00
2 ,000 00
2 ,500 00
$2 13  ,248 46
4 ,446 65
22 ,319 00
2 ,827 90
4 ,395 45
3 ,305 10
27 ,323 06
2 .500 00
2 ,785 93
$283,151 55
$283,151 55
48 M AINE INSANE HOSPITAL.
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT "A ".
Of Resources and Liabilities, November 30, 1907.
Repairs and improvements, pipe, fittings, dumber and mate­
r ia l on hand, per inventory............................................
Expense, stationery, books and ofHce materials on hand, per
Reat estate  ^Norton lL"'se, purchased in 1886.............
Real estate, Hoyt House, purchased in 1890................
Real estate, S e v e r a n c e  farm, purchased in 1893...........
Real estate, Thorne farm, purchased in 1893................
Due employees, per pay roll..................
Amusement fund. Orpc bequest, (1883)...................................
Colburn fund, balance* interest in treasury...............................
Appropriation, First Male Wing, balance unexpended..........
Appropriation, laundry, balance unexpended..........................
Appropriation, Green house, balance unexpended..................
$ 12  ,297 30
18 ,715 92
38 ,753 94
19 .929 22
12 ,000 77
1 1 , 8 5 1 84
1,50 0 85
23,040 19
12 ,940 32
575 71
900 00
2 ,500 00
2 ,000 00
4 ,500 00
$45 ,693 91
4 ,973 40
1 .000 00
4 ,014 73
7 .319 00
2 ,827 90
1 ,500 00
1 ,000 00
8 .819 55
4 ,395 45
2 ,640 00
$161 ,506 06
$84 ,183 94
$77,322 12
COMPARATIVE STATEMENT "B".
Of Resources—Supplies in Use November 30, 1907.
Dispensary department, medical instruments, furnishings,
etc., on hand, per inventory....................................................
Farm department, agricultural implements, carts, carriages,
sleds, sleighs, tools, etc., on hand, per inventory...............
Greenhouse department, plants, pots, implements, etc., on
$1 .596 09 
8 ,6 51 88 
1,603 55 
65,409 80
3,698 23 
1,000 00
$81,959 55 
$81.959 55
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COM PARATIVE STATEMENT "A ".
Of Resources and Liabilities November 30, 1908.
$2 .785 93
15 ,447 93
43, 1 51 76
2 1 .870 53
10  ,964 47
1 1  ,086 28)
1 .787 19
26 ,997 89
12  .872 50
566 03
900 00
2 ,500 00
2 ,000 00
4 .500 00
5 .362 49
3 ,790 48
4 .403 96
$65 .432 96
5 .135 07:
1 .000 00
1 .794 33
1 ,500 00
1 ,000 00
4 .496 49!
1 .334 90
Horses, cows, hogs and produce on hand, per inventory 
Repairs and improvements, pipe, Rttings, lumber and mate-
ment, November 30, 1908.........................................
$170,987 44
$81.693 75
$89,293 69
CO M PARATIVE STATEMENT "B ".
Of Resources—Supplies in Use November 30, 1908.
toots, imptements, etc., on hand per inventory............
Amusement fund, principal of Orne bequest (1883)...............
ment, November 30, 1908.......................... ..........................
$ 1.5 9 1 46
8 .725 08
1 ,477 95
65 ,307 02
3 .756 39
1 .000 00
$81.857 90
$81,857 90
4
5o M AINE INSANE HOSPITAL.
TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL FINANCIAL
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H o s p it a l  a c c o u n t "  A" su p p lie s  in  s t o c k . $77.322 14
81.959 55
$2 .785 93 
8 ,951 30 
5 .8 0 0  21 
27 ,336 75 
791 31 
2 ,464 84 
19,275 40 
7 .996 06 
33,183 18 
2 ,770  31 
76,525 83 
31.754 26 
9 ,828  00
$10,964 47 
1.787 19 
22,294 18 
1,024 71
$ l',5 9 i'4 6  
8,725 08
1.477 95
65,307 02 
3 ,756 39
$2,421 56
[........... 986 89
7,430 03 
22.096 90
10,025 18 
15,125 37
19,275 40 
566 03 
11.086 28 
3,679 00 
1,193 63 
12,872 50 
9.900 00 
1.401 50
................
74.896 91
1.794 33 
1.000 00 
496 50 
5 ,135  07
A p ^ e n ie n t < f u n d ,  " O r n e " ............................. 1 ,000 00
15,447 93 
43,151 76
..........
65.432 96
10,502 98 
3 ,245 87
5 ,362 49 
3 ,790 48
10.502 98 
3,245 87...........
2.500  00 
4 ,496  49
b u i ld in g
4 ,4 0 3  96
................ 1,334 90
11,971 55
$83,806 33 
$11,869 90
$96,044 89 $80,857 90 316,368 85
...........
316.368 85
THOMAS WHITE. f
CHAS. E. FIELD, -{ Mwince CotMMtdee
A. R. NICKERSON. t, of TrMslees.
MANNING S. CAMPBELL, and Treasurer.
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STATEMENT NOVEMBER 30, 1908.
c
.2
3 .- S
A L 3  &0^13
CQ
$ IS
<
8 ^ g
$
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$77,322 14
$81.959 55
$2.785 93 
10.964 47 
1,787 19 
22,294 18 
1.024 71
19.275 40 
566 03 
11,086 28 
3,679 00 
1,193 63 
12,872 50 
9,900 00 
1,40150
$1,794 33 
1,000 00
5,135 07 
65,432 96
2,500 00 
4.496 49
1,334 90
$2,013 17
$1.59146
8,725 083.682 51 
233 40
1,477 95
908 69
65,307 02 
3,756 39
72 00 
76,298 41
1,000 00
496 50
15,447 93 
43,15176
5,362 49 
3.790 48
4.403 96
11,97155
10165 
$81.857 90
10165
$89,29369
$83,806 33
Balance Hospital 
account A .........
Balance Hospital 
account B ..........
^  B
$89,293 69 $89,293 69 $81.959 55 $81.959 55
170.987 44 
81.857 90$81.857 90
252,845 34 $81,693 75 
89,293 69 
81.857 90
Balance Hospital
Balance Hospital
252,845 34 252,845 34
GARDEN P R O D U C T S FOR TH w  R w A R  1908.
52 M AU M E  INSANE HOSPITAL.
17 Bushelscrab apples.............................................  $ 1 2 7 5
51 Busheisapples.....................................................  35  75
312 Pounds asp aragu s................................................  39 00
35 Bushelsbeet greens.............................................  1 7 5 0
16,429 Pounds b e e ts ........................................................  191 21
1 1 1  Bushelsstringbeans............................................  1 3 8 7 5
257 Boxes blackberries..............................................  32 12
4,402 Pounds c a b b a g e ..................................................  6603
79)830 Earscom ................................................................  28497
22,830 Cucumbers..............................................................  2 2280
192 Boxes c u rra n ts ....................................................  19 20
3,878 Pounds c a r r o t s ....................................................  33 03
4,025 H eadscelery......................................................... 4 84 3 8
7 1-10 Tons corn fo d d e r.................................................. 28 40
4,662 H ead slettu cc......................................................  1 7 0 1 0
1 )9 3 6  Poundsonions.....................................................  38 72
4 , 1 1 7  Pounds p u m p kin ................................................  72 80
54 Bushels peas, green............................................  67 50
6,322 Pounds p a rsn ip s.................................................  yp 03
5 BushelspearS.......................................................  7 5 0
88 Bushels cucum ber pickets...................................  132 00
10 Boxesraspberries...............................................  1 2 3
620 Bunches rad ish e s................................................  31 00
2,685 Pounds rh u b a rb ..................................................  3 9 4 8
2 3 )3 4 3  ' Pounds sq u a sh ...................................................  39687
100 Bushels sp in ach ................................................... 40 00
56 Boxes strawberries.............................................  y 00
5,401 Pounds to m ato es................................................ 133 go
15,205 Poundsturnips...................................................  1 5 89 8
$3,004  92
FARM  PRO D U CTS FO R T H E  Y E A R  1908.
198^ Pounds calf skins............................................. $23 49
308-712-2000 Tons ensilage............................................... 2 ,158 49
87 Pounds hides..............................................  3 71
315-830-2000 Tons h a y .......................................................  4 ,731 22
65 Pounds liv e r ............................................... 2 45
2 i,7 7 9 -i Gallons m ilk ................................................ 4,915 9°
500 Bushels oats...............................................  300 00
5-1715-2000  Tons oats and peas, green.......................  35 15
224,838 Pounds of potatoes................................... 2,248 38
124 Bushels small potatoes............................  37 20
12-19 12-2000  Tons straw ...................................................  97 62
16 Pounds tongue..........................................  1 97
1,659 Pounds veal..............   170 39
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A R T IC L E S  M A D E  IN  SE W IN G  ROOM , N O V E M B E R  30, 1908.
326 Aprons. 4 H oods (H ot Pack).
129 Bureau covers. 3 H ot pack wringers.
1,0 74 Bandage rods. 224 P a ir  ladies drawers.
3 Books covered. 8 P a ir  m ittens.
36 Bibs. 4 M angle covers.
* 84 Clothes bags. 106 N ightdresses.
5 10 Christmas bags. 367 N ap kin s hemmed.
142 Chimese. 1 ,4 8 2 P illow  slips.
33 Camisoles. 1 Su rg ica l knife case.
180 Camisole strings. 2 So fa  pillows.
42 Clothes bag strings. 8 So fa  pillow  linings.
135 Curtains. 465 Sk irts.
8 Cook's caps 2 ,9 4 4 Sheets.
1 Carriage cover. 309 Tablecloths.
55 Coffee, provision, sand and 7 T ablecovers felt.
je lly  bags. 7 W aists.
221 Dresses. 1 Lu ng protector.
701 Dresses repaired. 2 Sh irtw aists.
2 Dress Skirts. 43° i Y a rd s  tennis tape.
6 Dress skirts repaired. 2,874 Towels.
2 Dusters. 12 R u b b er caps.
12 Eye curtains. 1 coat repaired.
2 Firem an's hoods
A R T IC L E S  R E P A I R E D  IN  SE W IN G  ROOM, N O V E M B E R  30, 1908.
536 Aprons. 60 R ugs bound.
6 Pair blankets bound. 18 Pair w h ite  pants.
1 1 Bureau covers. 53 sheets.
16 Clothes bags. 50 Spreads.
144 Cook's coats. 1 18 T ablecloths.
53 Camisoles. 61 Tablecloths from old mate­
4 Carriage robes. rial.
16 Curtains. 7 Pillow slips.
17 Frocks 38 Rugs m ade from carpets.
35 Napkins from old material. 36 Towels from  old material.
R E PO R T OF C H A PLA IN S.
To o/ dfou:c in^aMC Ho-yp^aL
GENTiyEM^N:— Religious services have been held in the 
hospital chapel during the year 1908. At two o'clock on Sun­
day afternoons, Dr. Sanborn accompanies the officiating clergy­
man to the platform and at their appearance the service is begun 
by music from the excellent choir. The service is simple in 
form, occupies about one hour and is of a character in general 
that would be satisfactory to most regular congregations.
The patients are appreciative of the preaching and are 
unquestionably helped by the whole service. Quite a portion 
of those able to attend the services are thoroughly competent 
to enjoy and profit by the various features of the exercises.
The chaplains of the year have been the Revs. C. A. Hayden, 
H. E. Dunnack and B. P. Hope. Service has also been ren­
dered by the Rev. Fr. McCabe of St. M ary's church.
The chaplains would avail themselves of this opportunity to 
make mention to your honorable body of their appreciation of 
the hearty cooperation of all officials and attendants, whose 
duties cause them to be in any way associated with the religious 
services of the institution. Nor can we speak too highly of 
the sympathy and interest of the efficient superintendent, Dr. 
B. T. Sanborn, both in the personal well-being of the patients, 
and in everything which pertains to their lives. We earnestly 
pray that the Giver of every good may continue to give this 
institution the gracious and able ministries of this noble Chris­
tian gentleman for many years to come.
Respectfully submitted,
B. P. HOPE,
For t/ic
December 28, 1908.
R E P O R T  O F  V IS IT IN G  C O M M IT T E E .
LEWISTON, M A IN E, December 31, 1908. 
To HA E.vc^H?ury, CowfMor, aimf E-rorMEro Coa;ici/ 0/ 
o/ Afowo;
The committee appointed by His Excellency in 1908 to visit 
the insane hospitals o f the State during the years 1907 and 
1908 have attended to the duties imposed upon them, and beg 
leave to repeat substantially what*was said in their report for 
the year 190/.
"Frequent and irregular visits have been made to both hos­
pitals. No intimation has been given to the hospital manage­
ment of any intended visit of the committee.
The wards have been promptly inspected on reaching the 
hospital. A t no time has your committee observed anything 
in the way o f treatment of the inmates or conditions existing 
for which the management could be criticized.
Your committee are gratihed to be able to report that they 
are well satished that the inmates o f both hospitals are kindly 
treated, that the management take a deep personal interest in 
them and that the attendants exercise a large measure of 
patience toward and kindly consideration fo r those who have 
been placed in their keeping.
Our visits have been welcomed by the officials of both 
hospitals and we wish to express our obligation for the courtesy 
extended to us by them at all times/'
W . S C O T T  L I B B E Y ,
S A R A H  E . P E T T E N G IL L . 
T H O S. G. L IB B Y .
R E P O R T
OF THE
Trustees, Resident OiRccrs and Visiting Committee
OF THE
EASTERN MAINE INSANE HOSPITAL
December i, i$o8
O F F IC E R S OF TH E H O S P IT A L .
T R U S T E E S .
FREDERICK W. ROBIE, President, Gorham. 
CHARLES E. FIELD, Secretary, Bangor.
MRS. FREDERICK CONY, Augusta.
A. R. NICKERSON, Boothbay Harbor.
THOMAS WHITE, Bangor.
GEORGE E. MACOMBER, Augusta.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Bluehill.
R E S I D E N T  O F F I C E R S .
H. W. MITCHELL, M. D., Superintendent.
FORREST C. TYSON, M. D., Assistant Superintendent. 
MARY P. MITCHELL, M. D., Second Assistant. 
JAMES W. CRANE, M. D., Interne.
CHARLES F. PERRY, Steward.
CHARLES S. PEARL, Treasurer.
ADELAIDE C. BROWN, Matron.
C H A P L A I N S .
REV. THOMAS FESSENDEN.
REv. D. B. LOTHROP.
MR. ROBERT JORDAN.
REv. JOHN DRISCOLL.
S U P E R V I S O R S .
Tfo/F.
FRED R. CARTER.
EDWARD W. BRAILEY, Assistant Supervisor. 
SAMUEL MARSH, Night Supervisor.
FcMia/p.
MARY E. HICKEY.
ANNIE M. CARROLL, Assistant Supervisor. 
EVELYN C. STUART, Night Supervisor.
S. WILBUR FISKE, Engineer.
LESLIE W. SOMERS, Hospital Clerk.
BERNICE M. SMITH, Assistant Hospital Clerk. 
LILLIAN 1. GOODRICH, Superintendent's Clerk. 
WILLIAM A. PALMER, Store Clerk.
GEORGE WARE, Head Farmer.
S U P E R IN T E N D E N T 'S  R E P O R T .
To f/;o o/ the EoJ^rn Tfonzo Inynne No^pifu/;
In compliance with the statutes, I herewith submit the super­
intendent's eight annual report, for the year ending November 
30, 1908.
The daily average number of patients was 234.4 in 190/ and 
is 279.8 for 1908. On December 1, 1907, there were 263 
patients. Since that time 140 patients, 66 men and 74 women, 
have been committed, and 112  have been discharged. The 
movement for the year leaves a population of 291 patients. 
Because of the over-crowding during the past year, resulting 
from caring for nearly 300 patients in wards designed to have 
a capacity of 200, there has been a constant effort to reduce the 
number whenever a removal from the hospital could be accom­
plished with safety to the patient and community and without 
injury to the mental condition of the former. Despite this 
policy there has been, within the year, a gain of 28 patients. 
Last year the increase was 43, making a total of 71 for the 
biennial period. At the opening of the hospital it was decided 
to commit here all insane patients from the five eastern counties. 
This proper policy soon filled the wards and for several years 
commitments here have been made from only three counties and 
a portion of a fourth. Even after the reduction of commit­
ments it has been necessary to transfer 87 patients to the older 
and more commodious hospital, where at the present time many 
patients from the eastern half of the State are necessarily being 
committed each year. The wing now ready for furnishing will 
meet the needs of the immediate future for women patients 
only. The building for men is filled to its maximum capacity, 
and we have arrived at a point where new patients can be 
accommodated only by removal of others. To meet this condi-
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tion a new wing fo r men must be constructed immediately if 
the hospital is expected to perform its proper function, viz., 
the care of insane persons from the eastern district. This is 
the need under conditions which prevail today. When the State 
Care Act becomes operative in 1910, we may confidently expect 
an increased number o f commitments from any given district, 
in addition to the numbers that will be taken from the alms­
houses immediately. N ew  construction, therefore, is the only 
solution of the problem.
We are fortunate in being able to report no serious injuries 
and no suicides during the past year. A ll escaped patients have 
been returned to the hospital excepting one suffering from 
alcoholic excesses who had improved sufficiently to remain at 
home as requested by his relatives.
During the months o f May and June, 9 cases of typhoid 
fever developed (7  employes and 2 patients). Our water sup­
ply was found by the State Board of Health to be uncontam­
inated and it was impossible to locate any common source of 
infection. The milk supply was investigated and while the 
infection could not be traced here, it was felt that this was the 
possible cause o f the small epidemic, as our milk dealer was at 
that time buying milk on the market. Steps have been taken 
to prevent a recurrence of such purchases, and we are now 
assured of a regular supply from one tested herd, kept under 
the best conditions. Recent demonstrations of the part 
"typhoid carriers" m ay play in the production of this disease 
show that many obscure cases may originate from this source. 
S ix  of the cases were of a mild type and three were severe, all 
recovering.
WORK OE THE MEDICAL STAFE.
The duties o f the medical officers have been increased for 
nearly a year and a half by adoption of the method of case 
study familiar to the followers o f Kraepelin. Briefly this 
involves the m aking o f a complete case history for each patient 
admitted, including a full family and personal history, a pains­
taking physical examination with study of secretions by chemi­
cal and microscopical methods and a full description of the 
psychosis from inception to termination. This careful study of 
cases is supplemented by staff-meetings at which all new
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patients are examined by the full staff, and matters concerning, 
diagnosis, prognosis and treatment are discussed to the benefit 
of patients and instruction of physicians. W ork of this char­
acter forms the foundation for more elaborate medical study 
to be developed later, which must be done by any hospital desir­
ing to play a part in advancing the study o f psychiatry and 
promoting the welfare of the insane.
DISCHARGES.
Of the 1 12  patients discharged, 29 were considered to be 
recovered from the attack which necessitated commitment, and 
12 more showed so little mental impairment resulting from their 
psychosis, as to be considered capable of self-support under 
proper conditions of living. In this connection it should be 
stated that "after-care" of this class of patients is of extreme 
importance. In some states philanthropic organizations have 
taken up this work in a systematic manner and the results shown 
encourage the hope that in the early future help and supervision 
of this character may be rendered to patients in this State, who 
are able to be of limited usefulness, provided their interests are 
properly conserved by watchful care and tactful aid. The 28 
deaths are shown by a study of table 12 to be confined almost 
entirely to hopeless cases.
CHASE INLAND.
The usual number o f patients was sent to Chase Island during 
the past summer which was exceptionally favorable to the fullest 
enjoyment of the outing. The advantages conferred by these 
prolonged visits at the seashore under ideal conditions are now 
so well known that no further argument is needed for the per­
petuation of this summer home.
TRAINING SCHOOL.
The instruction has been continued along the lines mentioned 
in the last annual report. All women nurses are expected to 
take the course. This year four men have voluntarily applied 
for admission to the school and are now taking the regular 
course. Five young women graduated last spring. Their 
names are given below.
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Annie Maude Carroll, Eva Brown, Lillian  Frances Greene, 
Laura Gertrude Pierce, Laura Jane Page.
The compensation for nurses should be increased to a par 
with that given in other New England insane hospitals where
the requirements o f service are identical.
*
C H A N G E S IN  THE M EDICAL STATE.
Dr. Louis W . Parady completed his year o f service as interne 
and left the hospital to accept a desirable position as assistant 
physician in a New Y o rk  sanitarium for mental diseases. The 
vacancy was filled by the appointment of Dr. James W. Crane, 
a graduate of the Bowdoin Medical School, class of 1908.
The increase o f patients that will occur in the near future 
with the opening o f the new wing and tubercular building, will 
necessitate the appointment of another assistant physician as a 
permanent addition to the staff.
RELIGIOUS SERVICES.
Regular Sunday service has been held in the afternoon by 
the chaplains. E arly  in the year failing health compelled the 
late Rev. Edw ard M cSweeny to give up the work which he had 
performed so satisfactorily since religious services were held 
at the hospital. A t that time, no successor o f the Catholic faith 
could be obtained and the Rev. D. B. Lothrop was appointed.
Removal to a new pastorate necessitated the resignation of 
the Rev. Thomas Fessenden, whose helpful talks will be missed 
by all.
Beginning with the next fiscal year, mass will be held Sun­
day mornings at stated intervals by the R ev. F r. Driscoll. This 
service is given for the benefit of Catholic patients who would 
otherwise be deprived of the religious consolation thus obtained. 
Protestant service will continue to be held as formerly in the 
afternoon.
FARM AND GARDEN.
The prolonged drought of last summer was unfavorable to 
obtaining the best results in this department, but nevertheless, 
the vegetable crop was so much larger than in previous years 
that our wants w ill be supplied for the year. The potato crop, 
of excellent quality, w as practically double that of former years.
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It should be the function of the farm to furnish all the farm 
products needed for the hospital. In the near future, arrange­
ments should be perfected for keeping cows. Good milk is a 
daily necessity and, while our present arrangements insure a 
satisfactory supply, the hospital should, by starting milk pro­
duction in a small way, insure against future uncertainty in 
obtaining its requirements.
FUTURE NEEBS.
During the next biennial period, the State Care Act of the 
insane goes into effect and will necessitate for the support of 
patients an appropriation by the State of money hitherto col­
lected from the various towns for the support of patients. This 
change in methods brings about an apparent rather than a real 
increase in the expenditure of public funds. If this hospital 
should have 400 patients during the year 1910, the amount of 
$142,896 would have to be provided for the year. This esti­
mate is obtained by taking the average annual per capita cost 
for the past eight years, which is computed upon all the money 
spent at the hospital, excepting that appropriated for new con­
struction.
CONCRETE.
A concrete water shed, to prevent washing of roof drippings 
around the buildings completed this year must be constructed 
and small areas around the entrances require the same protec­
tion. For this work $6co will be needed.
STERILIZER.
The safety and welfare of patients demand the installation 
of a sterilizer for the purpose of disinfecting, whenever neces­
sary, mattresses, bedding and clothing used by patients with 
infectious diseases. Such materials can be surely disinfected 
by steam only. A  price quoted is $1020 and does not include 
expense of installation, which can be done by the hospital 
engineer.
MORSE PLACE.
The option on the purchase of fifty acres of land admirably 
suited for the hospital farm will require an appropriation of 
$4,500 to complete the purchase. To offset this amount, $3,000
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wiH be available as soon as a deed can be given the city of Ban­
gor for a small piece o f land adjoining the water works. The 
city needed this land, but it was o f comparative little value to 
the State. B y  the two transactions, the State will secure two 
small barns and 50 acres of land adapted to our needs, in 
exchange for a strip o f land of about two acres and a net 
expenditure o f $1,500.
VEGETABLE CELLAR AN D  TOOL SHED.
Some years ago a temporary dugout with a wooden roof cov­
ered with earth w as constructed for the storage of vegetables. 
The logs supporting the roof are so badly decayed that it is 
unsafe to use it longer and it is entirely too small for future 
needs. At the present time hundreds o f bushels of farm and 
garden products are deteriorating because proper storage is lack­
ing, and the loss w ill be greater annually until the problem is 
solved by the construction of a cellar of ample size where cool 
storage room can be secured. The best and, in the long run, 
the cheapest w ay to overcome the present difficulty, will be to 
build a stone and concrete cellar which will not require repairs. 
On the ground above, we should erect a presentable but cheaply 
constructed wagon and tool shed to be used for housing farm­
ing implements, many of which are now left exposed to the 
weather for lack o f shelter room. The sum of $4,000 will fur­
nish the material and necessary labor for this construction which 
will soon pay for itself in preserving farming products and tools.
PIGGERY E X T E N SIO N .
The present piggery was erected at a cost of about $600. 
There is a constant market for pigs which can be sold at a good 
profit. To double our capacity will not increase the cost of 
attendance and the larger farming operations and greater 
amount of refuse will afford maintenance for many more ani­
mals than we can keep at present.
N E W  W IN G .
The necessity o f a wing for male patients has been stated 
before. This w ing should be of the same construction as the 
others and contain such internal changes as to afford us a well
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rounded hospital for the reception of acute cases. With this 
building erected, the present group will be symmetrical. It is 
altogether probable that the future building operations at this 
hospital can be conducted more economically and at no sacri­
fice to the interests of the patients by erecting for the quiet and 
orderly chronic insane, dormitory buildings at a greatly reduced 
per capita cost. Such patients as will be received from the 
almshouses in 19 10  can be adequately maintained in much more 
economical buildings than are essential for the proper care of 
new cases. The erection of the building planned will afford 
this hospital facilities now lacking for the care of new male 
patients and sufficient to meet the needs of this class for many 
years. The least sum adequate for the purpose is $175,000. 
Much blasting will be required for the foundations and heavy 
solid finish and construction is essential for this wing wdiich 
will then afford us proper quarters for the care of excitable, 
disorderly and destructive male patients.
TOOES, IMPLEMENTS, ETC.
To secure the best results from the work of our mechanics 
it is necessary that they should have suitable equipment in the 
various departments and a few hundred dollars is much needed 
for this purpose during the coming year. The deep well pump 
which furnishes all our drinking water has become badly worn 
and in the past has frequently broken down. It may fail at any 
time and money for purchase of an air compression system 
should be available for use when required.
PAINTING W IN G  D.
This work should be done during the coming year, after the 
building has been made water proof and has been thoroughly 
dried out by exposure to heat during the winter months. The 
estimated cost o f applying three coats, o f lead and oil paint and 
one coat of enamel is $5,440. This is a maximum figure and 
probably both this wing and the tubercular building could be 
satisfactorily painted with this amount of money.
5
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FU RN ISH IN G S FOR N E W  W IN G  AN D  TUBERCULAR HOSPITAL-
An itemized estimate of needed furnishings including all 
necessary hospital equipment, such as telephone and watch clock 
system, operating room furniture and instruments, kitchen 
equipment for the tubercular hospital, etc., has been made upon 
the basis of providing plain and durable articles of good quality. 
The cost for this purpose will be $13,700 in the new wing and 
$4,300 in tbe tubercular hospital. I f  a new wing is erected in 
1909, about $12,000 should be appropriated to furnish and open 
the building before the next legislature convenes.
GRADING.
The location o f our new buildings on sloping ground has 
necessitated a considerable amount of grading. Merely enough 
has been done this fall to turn the water away from the build­
ings and in the spring the work should be finished and a loam 
surface added which will permit grass seeding. $2,000 is 
required to pay for this work.
DEFICIENCY.
Ever since the hospital was opened there has been an inevit­
able disparity between income and expenses partly because of 
the small number o f patients and partly because the board rate 
has been the same as that found to be barely adequate for the 
expenses of the older hospital with about three times as many 
patients. When equal standards of care are maintained, it will 
always be found that the smaller the population the higher will 
be the per capita expense. For the year 1909, approximately 
$23,000 will be needed to equal the average annual shortage of 
the past eight years. Appropriations in this form will not be 
needed after the coming year, as our estimates for maintenance 
will thereafter have to be based upon the average per capita 
cost of previous years, and this cost should be computed so as 
to include all charges incurred in operation and maintenance of 
the hospital.
W IN D O W  GUARDS.
An insecure method of placing the window guards has been a 
source of danger since the hospital was erected. Following
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several escapes, as a result of this defect, during the 
year, one ward for male patients was provided with strong iron 
guards securely fastened in the stone work. The work cost 
$500 and was paid from our income. It is proper to ask that 
this sum be appropriated as a reimbursement.
VEN TIEATIN G  FEUES AND CHANGES IN  HEATING.
The original heating plant of the hospital called for high pres­
sure in the steam coils, a fan in the basement to drive the 
heated air evenly through the building and ventilating hues in 
the attic to run through the roof. These hues had never been 
constructed and, as it was necessary to keep the attic closed in 
the coldest weather to prevent freezing of the water tanks, the 
ventilation suffered accordingly. Some years ago, changes were 
made and low pressure was used in the steam coils and in mod­
erately cold weather, it was necessary to take the air for heat­
ing and ventilating from the basement rather than directly from 
out doors as originally intended. It was obvious that satisfac­
tory ventilation for a building crowded with insane persons 
could not be secured without extensive changes in the system. 
It is a comparatively easy matter to heat a building, but to give 
a proper amount o f fresh air with a steady temperature is a 
matter requiring the best technical skill. A fter much delibera­
tion it was decided to follow the advice of Prof. Woodbridge, 
who furnished the plans of the heating system, and to complete 
the attic ventilating Hues and make necessary changes to run 
the system as designed. This work was finished early in the 
year at an expense o f $3,660, for which amount reimbursement 
should be asked. In  doing this work, it was found by using 
an anemometer at the outlets that there were many important 
Hues that allowed no passage of air. M any o f these were filled 
with refuse at time o f erection; others had their almost inac­
cessible dampers so imperfectly adjusted that little air could 
pass. At a considerable cost this matter was regulated so that 
each Hue now delivers its proper quota o f warm air in every part 
of the building. W ith the exhaust fans running in the attics 
the buildings were satisfactorily heated last winter and, what 
is of more importance, were perfectly ventilated. It is apparent 
that this desirable condition can be obtained only by increased 
coal consumption.
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ADDITIONS A N D  RENOVATIONS IN  BOILER HOUSE.
This fall it became necessary to heat the new wing and the 
tubercular hospital. This could not be done without the pur­
chase of a new boiler. Until now we have been able to obtain 
heat, light and power from two boilers, which were running 
under full load in cold weather, leaving a third unused so that 
by regular changes the boilers could be cleaned and inspected 
frequently. Because o f the large amount o f scale and sediment 
deposited in the boilers, it is unsafe to omit this precaution. 
Therefore, a new boiler was purchased and installed, as we shall 
be obliged to run three daily during the winter. In starting to 
make repairs on the settings of the three old boilers it was 
found that they were so badly disintegrated as to require prac­
tically new settings before they could be operated safely. It 
is fortunate that these repairs were begun in season. The work 
has been done thoroughly with complete linings of the best Are 
brick. With the increase of boiler Ares it was found that to 
secure good draft, it would be necessary either to increase the 
height of the chimney or use forced draught. In the expecta­
tion of effecting economy by burning cheaper fuel it was deter­
mined to make use o f forced draught and a patent grate that 
would permit the use of a mixture of screenings with a small 
proportion of soft coal. Written guarantees that we have con­
cerning the efficiency of these additions, indicate that the expense 
thus incurred will soon be saved by reduced cost of fuel.
Other minor changes and additions have been made at a total 
cost of $6,600, as nearly as can be estimated at this time. The 
work is not quite completed. Money for payment will have to 
be asked of the legislature. The erection of the heating systems 
in the new buildings and the work in the boiler house has been 
done under the supervision of Engineer Fiske, whose depart­
ment has been taxed to the limit of its capacity for work during 
the entire year.
ACKNOW LEDGM ENTS.
The opportunities for affording musical or theatrical enter­
tainment to the patients are so limited that especial gratitude 
is due Mr. H. M . Pullen for bringing his entire orchestra to 
the Hospital for an evening's entertainment last winter.
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Grateful acknowledgment on behalf of the patients is due 
the people who at Christmas and at various times during the 
year have kindly sent money, candy, fruit, flowers, cards or 
periodicals to the wards where they are so much appreciated. 
The list of donors is appended:
Mrs. Henry Appleton, Miss Engel, M rs. H. A. Fogg, 
Mrs. Jennie H. Johnson, Air. E. L. Lowell, Miller, the florist, 
Mr. H. C. Quimby, Airs. A. F. Stetson, Tarratine Club, Mrs. 
Chas. J. Wadleigh, Air. F. C. Chalmers,. Elks Club, Mrs. Rufus 
Hamm, Mr. R. A. Jordan, Aladockawando Club, Mr. Chas. F. 
Perry, Mr. D. W. Roberts, Staples & Griffin, Mrs. Vincent, 
Mr. Thomas White.
The Hospital is fortunate in retaining the services of many 
valued employes for whose interest and efficiency grateful appre­
ciation is felt.
To the board of trustees who have by their support and con­
sideration made my duties pleasant and increased my sense of 
responsibility, I wish to express sincere thanks. Such pleasant 
relations are in themselves no small part of the compensation 
obtained, and it is my desire to justify their continuance.
Respectfully submitted,
H. W. M IT C H E LL,
November 30, 1908.
M E D IC A L  S T A T IS T IC S , 1908.
TABLE No. 1.
Men. Women. Total
ion? 138 125 263
66 74 140
59 53 112
17 12 29
7 5 12
1 1 12 23
6 13 19
1 1
17 1 1 28
145 146 291
17 9 26
2 1 19 40
103 109 212
4 9 13
14 2 .3 137.5 279.8
TABLE No. 2.
O C C A T ,... a
s
a
T
ot
al
.
a
S
a
a
1 1 1 1
2 2 3 3
1 1 1 1
Cooks.......................... 3 3 1 1
Druggist.................................. 1 1 1 1
4 4 3 3
Domestics....................... 4 4 1 1
Employment agent............... 1 1 3 3
12 12 1 1
2 2 2 2
3 3 1 1
35 35 1 1
3 3 1 2 3
Hospital attendant............. 1 1 1
15 15 6 18 24
2 66 74 140
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TABLE No. 3.
s
S a
Ific-E
 
1
1 1 Houlton.................................. 2 2
13 21 34 Indian Township.................. 1 1
1 4 5 1 2 3
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 2 3 1 1
3 2 5 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
CherryHeld............................ 11
- 1
1 Mountain -
1
1
1
1
1 1 1 1
1 1 Milo........................................ 1 1
1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 5 5
1 1 6 6
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
2 1 3 1 3
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 2 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
3 3 1
1 1 1
Hammond Plantation.......... 1 1 Total............................... 66 7" 140
TABLE No. 4.
S O C I A L  R E L A T I O N  O F  P E R S O N S  A D M I T T E D .
H . ^ T S  COMMITTED YEAR
CIVIL CONDITION.
1908.
Male. Total.
. 32 26 58
24 37 61
5 8 13
3 3 6
Unknown ........................................ 2 * 2
66 74 140
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TABLE No. 5.
Males. . Females. Total.
PLACES OF NATIVITY.
*5
Pa
ti
en
t.
3^
*5&<
0
s
40 29 32 56 40 46 96 69 78
3 5 5 1 5 3 4 10 8
Other states................................................... * 1 1 2 *
Total native................................................ 43 35 37 57 46 49 100 81 86
.............................................
1 1 1 1 1 1
12 10 10 11 13 10 23 23 20
Engl&nd 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 9 6 2 4 6 4 13 12
2 2 2 2 2 2
Scotland......................................................... 1 1 2 - 1 - 1 2 2
Total other countries.......................... 21 26 24 13 18 17 34 44 41
Unknown........................................................ 2 5 5 4 10 8 6 15 13
Total....................................................... 66 66 66 74 74 74 140 140 140
TA BLE No. 6.
A cs,.
A D M IS S IO N . DEATH.
At first ^When At first
of death.
s
& M
al
e. s
T
ot
al
.
s Fe
m
al
e.
T
ot
al
.
S
s
10
15yearsa,ndless 2 2 1 1 1 1
5 8 13 1 5 6 1 1
2 0 to 2 5 y e a rs ........ 5 10 15 11 5 16 1 1
4 8 12 3 7 10 1 1 2
30 to 35 years........ 5 11 16 8 9 17 1 1 2 l 1
35to  40 years........ 7 5 12 8 9 17 1 1 2 3 5
40 to 50 years........ 6 11 17 9 10 19 3 3 6 3 3
50 to 60 years........ 8 4 12 5 15 20 2 3 5 2 6 8
60 to70 years........ 7 2 9 9 7 16 5 1 6 1 1 2
70 to 80 years........ 3 3 6 6 4 10 2 2 5 5
Over 80 years.................. 2 - 2 3 1 4 - - - 2 - 2
Total....................... 60 66 126 64 72 136 15 1 1 26 16 11 27
U n so w n ........................... 6 8 14 2 2 4 2 - 2 1 - 1
Total of persons........ 66 74 140 66 74 140 17 1 1 28 17 11 28
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TABLE No. 7.
E x " , , " .  C * . , " .
ABMITTEH PREDISPOSINGCAUSE. 
HEREDITARY TENDENCY.
Male. Female. Total. Male. Female. Total.
Physical:^
9 1 10 6 6
4 4 3 3
^ute.^rticutar rheumatism 1
1
1
1
- 1 1
1 1 _
8 10 6 2 8
4 4 1 1
3 1 4 _
2 1 3
1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1
1 1 2
1 1
2 2 2
8 2 10 4 2 6
7 6 13 1 2 3
Typhoid fever and pneumo-
1 1
1 1
21 45 66 13 32 45
2 2
1 1 1 1
66 74 140 34 43 77
TABLE No. 8.
ADMISSIONS.
T^ HTryTtiTTA DrrMATTnM
Male. Female. Total.
9 2 1 1
TlnHprlyYiiQTitti 6 12 18
7 6 13
7 7 14
6-12 months........................................................................ 5 8 13
7 6 13
11 13 24
5*10ye&rs ................................................ 7 5 12
10-20 years.......................................................................... 3 3 6
4 4
Total........................................................................... 62 66 128
Tlnlf nown 4 8 12
Total........................................................................... 66 74 140
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TABLE No. 10.
DURATION OF MENTAL DISEASE AND ITS TREATMENT IN PATIENTS RECOVERED AND DIED.
RECOVERIES.
- S S S .
Whole
8 E)
s
8
s
8
3-6 months......................................
5
3
4 
1
2
3
!
3
l
l
8
6
5
4
2
1
3
7 :
5 !
2
2
1
3 
5
4
10
10
6
2
1
3
4
3
4 
1 
2
1
2 
5 
2 
1 
1
4
6
8
6
2
3
Total..................................................... 17 12 29 17 12 29 17 12 29
Total..................................................... 17 12 29 17 12 29 17 12 29
DEATH,.
B.—Died:
3 3 5 2 7 1
1 1 1 1
2 2 1] 3 4 1
1 1 2 2 2 4 3
1 1 6 6 2
6 3 9 2 2 4 8
4 2 6 1 2 9
10-20 years....................................... 3 3 - 3
OveT 20 years............................................... - *
Total..................................................... 16 11 27 17 1] 28 11 1 27
Unknown...................................................... 1 - 1 - 1 - - - 1
Total..................................................... 17 11 28 17 11 28 ! 1 1 28
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TR E A SU R E R S REPORT.
To t/m o/ t/ze Eo f^tzfz: iUnhm 7/M0M0
I herewith present my report of the hnancial standing of the 
Eastern Maine Insane Hospital for the year ending November 
30, 1908.
Total Receipts and Disbursements of Cash for the Year Ending
November 30, 1908.
DR.
$20,888 78
75,232 59 
125,350 00
Receipts for year, hospital account.......................................................................
CR.
$221,471 37
$212,085 52 
9,385 85. . .h  oo hLr! V o ^ .o ,t ,.r  Sfl 1 QPH
$221,471 37
Statement of Resources and Liabilities, November 30, 1908.
$9,385 85 
5,868 34 
17,795 00 
474 62 
6,900 00
D o . froo, tor o f  p .f i .n f
D o . froo, „ ;n . . .ort fo ^ o . .oppor^ of p.H.nt
D o . froo, p .r .o o . ^ rt 6^ 0 ,
D o . fr.o, Q t.t. t r . . .o r . r  h . t .n . .  of .ooroori.tioo o f lOftS
LlAHILITIFS.
$40,423 81
$2,522 88 
57,769 68 
38 15
O w eH rl
Dor. p . f ; . . - .  ^ ..oooe  ., t .r .o o .  p .vnn.nt.
$60,330 71
Respectfully submitted,
C H A R L E S  S. PEARL,
ST E W A R D 'S  R E P O R T .
To Trav/aav o/ Ea^tam dfawa Zn^twa Ho-y^ ifa?.'
I herewith present my report of the financial affairs of the 
Eastern Maine Insane Hospital, showing resources, liabilities, 
and department expenditures for the year ending November 30, 
1908.
COM PARATIVE STATEMENT.
Comparative Statement o f Resources and Liabilities, November 30, 1907.
R E S O U R C E S .
$ 1 3 ,7S4 53 
7,1(1* 25 
5 .036 79 
13 .813 08 
3 ,854 69 
3 .360 73 
1.187 45 
1.710 86
1,775 26 
5 .210 77 
2,507 27 
594 16 
23,428 04 
2 .084 71 
1,490 60
$86,948 19
$ 1 3 ,7 8 4  53 
2 ,3 5 4  15 
2 7  ,290  67 43,429 35 
843.518 84
Comparative Statement of Resources and Liabilities, November 30, 1908.
,385 85 
,868 34 
,269 62 
.284 76 
,797 72 
.035 50 
,795 71 
,929 74 
,114 31 
,190 56 
692 18 
,495 43 
.971 84 
,01S 00
Total resources........................................................................................................  $84,849 56
80,330 71
$24,518 85
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TUBERCULAR BUILDING.
Recelps and Expenditures for Construction of the Tubercular Building 
for Years 1907 and 1908 to November 30, 1908.
Cn.
Cash received from State Treasurer, 1907 
Cash received from State Treasurer, 1908
$20,000 00 
10,000 00
D R .
Sundry firms, heattng. ventilating............................. .^...........
Sundry purchases, including wiring, conduit, surveying, ex-
330 ,000 00
$ 12,881  75]
113  31 
663 22 
491 00 
458 45}
104 00 
325 00
3 ,455 25
973 43
$19 ,465 41
14 .288 72
$33 ,754 13
3,754 13
$33,754 13 $33,754 13
NEW WING "D LEFT."
Recelts and Expenditures of Construction of New Wing 'D Left."
CR.
$55 .750 00 
94.250 00
D R .
$150,000 00
Sanitas Manufacturing Company, closets................................
Angus Macdonald & Company, grading..................................
Heating and ventilating............ ..................................................
McKenney & Waterbury, electric fixtures............ ..................
Sundry expenses, wire cables, galvaduct, plumbing goods, 
freight, express, hospital labor, civil engineer, traveling 
expenses, etc...............................................................................
Cost for year, 1908........................................................................
Cost for year, 1907........................................................................
$49 28
5 ,435 88
736 51
552 67
2 ,247 01
82 ,477 93
2,531 82
3,502 42
1.2 17 62
63 61
619 00
654 42
10 ,407 91
898 00
1,3 3 1 68
$ 112  .725 72
44 ,774 10
$157 ,499 82
8157,499 82
7,499 82 
8157,499 82
6
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EIGHTH ANNUAL FINANCIAL
Inventories. T " '
$43,518 84 
16,750 00 
1,000 00 
900 00 
6,000 00 
800 00 
150,000 00 
30,000 00
1 , 1 1 1 2 9  
795 11  
8,095 93 
680 42 
137,499 82 
33,754 13 
9.385 85 
3,025 38 
2,866 67 
7.050 55 
1 ,5 3 10 0  
2,284 76 
4,633 93 
4 ,2 2 17 7  
11,573  07 
19,952 00 
28.740 45
C a s h " ^ ^ "  . ............. . . . ^ ..............
$3,797 72 
1,793 7 1 
5 ,1 1 4  3 1 
2 ,9 7 18 4  
2,284 76 
2 ,0 18  09 
692 18 
2,035 50 
1,929.74  
25.495 43
Rf^airs and impMvements................................. ....................
23,005 17 
620 60
3,19 0  56 8,977 09 
884 3S 
1,19 4  34 
529 39
2,522 88
S ^ te  of^laine owes hospital for support of
5,868 34 
18,269 62
57,807 83
$51,325  75 $332,925 38 3332,925 38
Net^cost of these accounts in excess of appro-
Bounce ioss and gain account-Net ioss for year
THOMAS W H IT E , 1 FinanftalCnmmt'Mee 
C R A S .E . FIELD. 1 "fTVtaHMs.
A. R. N IC KERSO N . )
CHAS. F. PERRY.
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STATEMENT, NOVEMBER 30, 1908.
8 1 , 1 1 1 2 9  
795 11 
8,095 93 
680 42 
157,499 82 
33,754 13
1,070 96 
1,936 24
2,615 93 
3,529 59 
9,537 57 
18,022 35 
3,245 02
5,786 53 
884 38 
1,194 34 
529 39
13,236 70
8263,525 70
$77234
1,440 84
23,005 17 
MOM
157,499 82 
33,754 13  
10,682 75
35,749 99 35.749 99
$263,525 7 0 .
24,518 85
$60,268 84
843.518 84 
16,750 00
860,268 84
$9,385 85 
3,797 72 
1,795 71 
5 ,1 14  31 
2 ,9 7 18 4  
2,284 76 
2,018 00 
692 18 
2,035 50 
1,929 74 
25,495 43
3,190 56
5,868 34 
18,269 62
$84,849 56
$84,849 56
82,522188 
57,807 83
$60,330 71 
24,518 85
$84,849 56
G A R D E N  PRO D U CTS, 1908.
253 bu. beets....................................................................................  $ 1270 8
8 bu. b ee tg re e n s.......................................................................  36 0
298 bunches b ee ts ..........................................................................  14 70
40 bu. b arley ..................................................................................  3200
55 b u .s tr in g b e a n s ...................................................................... 31 57
10 bu. bean s...................................................................................  27 50
85 qt. sh e llb ean s.......................................................................... 850
4,066 h ead sce lery ..............................................................................  40690
7 ,4 18  cucum bers.................................................................................  14569
132 bu. carro ts................................................................................. 6600
107 bunch escarrots.......................................................................  1 3 1 1
542 lb. carrots......................................................   542
1 ,2 1 0  doz. co rn .................................................................................... 14762
39 doz. c a b b a g e ........................................................................... 3844
6 head scau lid ow er............................................   12 0
412 h ea d sle ttu ce ...........................................................................  2880
2,820 b u .p o tato es.............................................................................  1,85090
54 bu. p e a s .....................................................................................  65 64
6,263 lb .p u m p k in s ............................................................................  6341
7,476 lb. p arsn ip s................................................................................ 143 54
1,4 0 6  bunchesrad ishes.....................................................................  6050
27,689 lb. squash................................................................................... 4 1723
2 tons s tra w .................................................................................  18 00
10 bu. tomatoes, green ............................................................... 5 2 5
3 ,36 2  lbs. tomatoes, r ip e .................................................................  10753
404 bu. turn ips................................................................................  18390
2 bu. apples...................................................................................  1 20
319  bx. b lackberries....................................................................... 427 5
79 bx. currents...............................................................................  1 0 %
12 qt. gooseberries........................................................................ 1 5 6
336 b x .rasp b erries .........................................................................  5780
27 b b l.ca b b a g e .............................................................................  2800
1 M. cabbage p lants................................................................... 4 00
6 bbl. carrots................................................................................ 900
RAISED FOR SwiNB.
80 bu. cattle b eets ........................................................................  $2400
1,2 0 0  lb .c a t t le b e e ts .........................................................................  300
7.000 lb .ca b b a g es ............................................................................... 1 750
16^ tonscorn  fo d d er.....................................................................  6600
M i bu. sm a llp o ta to e s .................................................................. 15 *9
10 ,39 0  lb. p um pkins............................................................................. 25 97
32.000 lb. squash.................................................................................... 80 00
5 *34°  lb. turn ip s..................................................................................  13 35
28 EASTERN MAINE INSANE HOSPITAL.
$4'4i429
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FARM  PRODUCTS, 1908.
792 b u .o a ts ................................................................................... %49i°4
97^ to n sh a y .................................................................................. 1 , 2 6 9 1 6
17 to n sstraw ..............................................................................  1 5 3 ° ° '
Porkproducts........................................................................ 559 49
76 b u .b arley ...............................................................................  6080
$2 ,5 3 3 4 9
A P P E N D IX
[FORM OF MITTIMUS.]
AND INSTRUCTIONS RELATING TO COMMITMENT OF 
PATIENTS TO EITHER HOSPITAL.
STATE OF MAINE.
[FORM  OF BOND FOR SUPPORT.]
KNOW ALU MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, That w e , ---------,o f -------- , in the coun­
ty  o f ------ , as principal, a n d ------ , o f ------ , in the county o f ------, as sure­
ties, are jointly and severally held and bound unto ------ , Steward of the
Insane Hospital a t  Augusta, or to his successor in said office, in the sum 
of three Hundred dollars, to the payment of which sum, well and truly to
be made to him, the s a id ------ , or to his successors in said office, we bind
ourselves, our executors and administrators, firm ly b y  these presents.
-Sealed o w  jeaL, and dided a? --------- , -------- day
o/ --------- , A. D. 19
77; e cowddfow o/ a&oue 7? y-acA, T h at whereas----- o f -------,
in the county o f ------ , is about to be admitted as a  boarder and patient to
the Institution aforesaid; now, if the said ------  shall pay to sa id ----- , or
to his successor in said office, such sum per week for the board, washing, 
medicine and attendance, according to the trouble and expense incurred 
for said patient, as m ay be determined b y  the Trustees for the time being,
not to exceed ------ , and pay for all such necessary articles of clothing as
shall be furnished s a id ------ by the s a id ------- , or his successor, and remove
the sa id ------ from said Institution, whenever they shall be thereto in writ­
ing requested b y the Superintendent for the time being, and shall also 
p ay a further sum, not exceeding fifty dollars, for all damages that may 
arise from in jury to the furniture and other property of said Institution,
b y  s a id ------ , and for reasonable charges that m ay be incurred in case of
the elopement of s a id ------ , payments to be made quarterly and at the time
of removal, with interest on the amount after it becomes due as aforesaid, 
then this obligation to be null and void, otherwise to remain in full force 
and virtue. [L. S.]
Witness [L. S-]
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QUESTIONS.
To BE ANSWERED BY THE PATIENT'S FAMILY OR PHYSICIAN.
N am e,........... ; a g e , ............ ; s e x , ............ ; married, single, widowed,..........;
nativity, ........... ; education, ............ ; occupation, ............ ; religion, ............
What relatives, including grandparents and cousins, have suffered from 
either of the following diseases: Insanity, epilepsy, chorea, hysteria, neu­
rasthenia, tuberculosis?
Were parents addicted to excessive use of alcohol, opium, chloral, or 
other narcotics? Habits of patient as to same.
Previous peculiarity of patient as to temper, conduct, etc.
At what age did signs of puberty appear?
At time of pubescence was there noticeable change of character or attack 
of mental or nervous disease?
Has patient had epilepsy, apoplexy, syphilis, tubersulosis, heat exhaus­
tion, or other serious physical disease?
Evidence of sexual excess or abnormal sexual habits?
Previous attacks, if any ; history?
When and how did the first symptoms of the disease become mani­
fest?..........  Preceded by what mental or physical strain?..........  Was
there, previous to that date, any change in disposition, or evidence of phy­
sical or mental depression or disorder?
Describe as fully as possible the present symptoms of insanity.
What are the probable causes of the present attack, either predisposing
or exciting?................ Do suicidal or homicidal tendencies exist, if so how
manifested?................ In what institution, if any, and when, has patient
received treatm ent?................any restraint or confinement been applied?
......... I f  any, what ? ...........  What special medical treatment has pa­
tient received during this attack?
QUESTIONS FOR FEMALES.
Number of children, ........... ; age of youngest, ............ ; number of mis­
carriages, ........... ; date of last one, ............  Has patient had any uterine
or ovarian disease?...........  Menstrual irregularities, if any?
Male patients adm itted into the institution, should come provided with 
at least three good cotton shirts; coat, vest and pants, of strong woolen 
cloth; two pairs woolen stockings, one hat or cap, pocket handkerchiefs, 
brush and comb, and one pair of boots or shoes.
Females should have, a t least, a change of underclothes, shoes and stock­
ings, brush and comb, decent bonnet, and two substantial dresses; the 
woolens should be of dark color. It is quite desirable, also, that a Bible 
or Testament should not be forgotten in the outfit.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO MUNICIPAL OFFICERS IN COMMIT­
MENTS TO EITHER INSANE HOSPITAL.
To A e o/ Ae Towwy A  A e A A A  o/ MaA^.*
GENTLEMEN:— The present Legislature has ju st made an important 
amendment of the law, R . S. chap. 143, sections 13  and 34, relating to the 
commitment of insane persons to the insane hospitals. The amendment 
has been approved b y the Governor and is now the law. The law is now 
as follows:
p 'Sect. t3. Insane persons, not thus sent to an y  hospital, shall be sub- 
j ct to exam ination as hereinafter provided. The municipal officers of 
towns shall co n stitu te  a board of examiners, and on complaint in writing 
of any blood-relative, husband or wife of said alleged insane person, or 
of any justice of the peace, they shall im m ediately inquire into the con­
dition of any person in said town alleged to be insane; shall appoint a time 
and place for a hearing b y  them of the allegations of said complaint, and 
shall cause to be given in hand to the person so alleged to be insane, at 
least twenty-four hours prior to the time of said hearing, a true copy of 
said complaint, together with a notice of the time and place of said hear­
ing and that he has the right and will be given opportunity then and there 
to be heard in the m atter; shall call before them all testimony necessary 
for a full understanding of the case; and if they think such person insane, 
and that his com fort and safety, or that of others interested, will thereby 
be promoted, they shall forthwith send him either to the Maine Insane 
Hospital or to the Eastern  Maine Insane Hospital with a certificate stat­
ing the fact of his insanity, and the town in which he resided or was found 
at the time of exam ination, and directing the superintendent to receive 
and detain him until he is restored or discharged b y  law, or by the super­
intendent or trustees. They shall keep a record of their doings, and furnish 
a copy to any interested person requesting and paying for it."
"Sect. 34. In  all cases of preliminary proceedings for the commitment 
o f any person to the hospital, to establish the fact of the insanity of the 
person to whom insanity is imputed there shall be required the evidence 
o f a t least two reputable physicians given by them under oath before the 
board of examiners, together with a certificate signed by such physicians 
and filed with said board, that in their opinion such person is insane, such 
evidence and certificate to be based upon due inquiry and personal exami­
nation of the person to whom insanity is imputed; and a certified copy of 
the physicians' certificate shall accompany the papers of commitment of 
the insane person to the hospital."
B y  careful reading o f the law as it now is you will observe that ii L  wec- 
e^rary A  A  A e aJ/eyed A  5c A^awg a? JeaA y-/ow /zowrr
woAce 0/ /zcarA^ and th at he has the right and will be given opportunity 
to be heard in the m atter.
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You will also perceive that the amended statute more distinctly 
sets out the necessity oa^ A &/ore A^e
Afwn'ci^a/ as to the alleged insanity of the person.
* Proper blank forms have been prepared for use hereafter in proceed­
ings for the commitment of insane persons to our hospitals; and a set of 
such forms is forwarded you herewith and others will be forwarded you 
on your request therefor.
THE FORMS ARE
1. The complaint to be signed by the person making the complaint; 
to which is attached the order for the hearing and notice, to be signed by 
the Municipal Officers. Form i is to remain on the town files.
2. Copy of such complaint and order, attested by the Town Clerk; to 
be delivered in hand to the person alleged to be insane, by the town con­
stable.
3. The commitment paper to be signed by the Municipal Officers and 
sent forward to the hospital with the patient.
4. Record of the doings of the Municipal Officers to be signed by them 
and attested by the Town Clerk and filed with the town records.
5. (a) Physicians' certificate to be filed with the Municipal Officers,
(b) Attested copy of such certificate to be sent to the hospital with the 
commitment paper.
Dated this twenty-third day of January, A. D. 1903.
Trustees of the Maine Insane Hospital 
and Eastern Maine Insane Hospital.
By CHAS. E . F IE LD , Sec'y.
N. B . Blanks for commital of patients will be forwarded upon appli­
cation by addressing either Dr. Bigelow T. Sanborn, Supt. Maine Insane 
Hospital, Augusta, Me., or Dr. H. W. Mitchell, Supt. Eastern Maine Insane 
Hospital, Banger, Me.
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FORM 1 .
I N S A N E  P E R S O N . C O M P L A IN T  A N D  O R D E R  FO R  HEARING 
A N D  N O T IC E  IN  T H E  C A S E  OF.
PACE
TO BE RETAINED ON THE TOWN FILES.
To the Municipal Officers of the town of in the County of
and State  of M aine:
(a) o f the town of in the County of
and State of Maine, who is a  relative, to wit ;  a of
(&) of the town of in the County of
and State of Maine, hereby makes written com plaint and says that said 
(&) is insane, and that the com fort and safety of said
(5) and  th a t of others interested, will be promoted by com­
mitting the said (5) to the Maine Insane Hospital.
W H E R E F O R E  you r complainant prays that you will immediately in­
quire into the condition o f the said (5) and that such other
and further proceedings m ay be had in the premises as is by the Statutes 
of said State of Maine in such case made and provided.
Dated at said this d ay of A. D. 190 .
S T A T E  OF M A IN E .
County of ss. Town of
The above nam ed com plaint being presented to us this day we hereby 
appoint our office and (c) the d ay  of A. D.
190 , at o 'clock in the noon, as the time and place for
a hearing by us of the allegations of said com plaint. And WT hereby give 
notice to the said (&) the person as above alleged to be insane,
of said time and place of said hearing, and th at he, the said (5) 
has a right and will be given opportunity then and there to be heard in the 
matter.
Given under our hands at said this day of
A. D. 190 .
Selectmen of the town of
S T A T E  OF M A IN E .
(d)
County of ss. Town of A. D. 190 .
I hereby cretify  th at I  this day at o'clock in the noon
delivered in hand to (&) the within named alleged insane per­
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son, a true copy of the within complaint and the order of the Municipal 
Officers thereon, of even tenor with the within.
Attest:
Constable of said town of
(a) Name of complainant.
(&) Name of insane person.
(c) The time must be so as to give at least 24 hours prior notice of the 
hearing to the person alleged to be insane.
(d) As soon as the constable has given in hand to (6) the attested copy 
— form 2— he will fill out and sign the above return of such service.
FORM 2 .
INSANE PERSON, COPY OF COMPLAINT AND ORDER FOR
HEARING AND NOTICE IN THE CASE OF ------------- . To
BE SERVED ON HIM.
TO BE GIVEN IN HAND TO THE ALLEGED INSANE PERSON BY THE CONSTABLE-
To the Municipal Officers of the town of in the
County of and State of Maine:
(a) of the town of in the County of
and State of Maine, who is a relative, to wit, a of
(5) of the town of in the County of
and State of Maine, hereby makes written complaint and says that said
(5) is insane; and that the comfort and safety of said (&)
and that of others interested, will be promoted by committing the said
(6) to the Maine Insane Hospital.
W H E R E F O R E  your complainant prays that you will immediately in­
quire into the condition of the said (5) and that such other
and further proceedings may be had in the premises as is by the Statutes 
of said State of Maine in such case made and provided.
Dated at said this day of A. D. 190 .
STA TE OF M A IN E.
County of ss. Town of
The above named complaint being presented to us this day we hereby 
appoint our office and (c) the day of
A. D. 190 , at o'clock in the noon, as the time and
place for a hearing b y us of the allegations of said complaint. And we 
hereby give notice to the said (6) the person as above alleged
to be insane, of said time and place of said hearing, and that he, the said
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(5) has a  right and will be given opportunity then and there
to be heard in the m atter.
Given under our hands at said this day of
A. D. 19 0  .
Selectmen of the Town of
A true copy o f the original complaint and the order of the Municipal 
Officers thereon.
A ttest:
............................................................. Clerk of said Town of
FORM 3 .
COMMITMENT TO 
PITAL OF
THE ------------------ MAINE INSANE HOS-
---------------  AN INSANE PERSON.
COMMITMENT OF INSANE PERSON T o  THE HOSPITAL.
S T A T E  OF M A IN E.
To the Superintendent o f the Maine Insane Hospital:
W H E R E A S, on the day of A. D. 190 , (0)
o f the town of in the County of and State of Maine,
and who bears the relationship of to (6) of the
town of in the County of and State of Maine,
made of us, the Municipal Officers of the town of in the County
of and State  of Maine, a complaint in  w riting stating that the
said (5) is insane, and a proper subject for commitment to and
treatment in said hospital; and thereupon we appointed our office in said 
town of and the d ay of A. D. 190 ,
and the hour of o'clock in the noon as the place and
time for a hearing b y  us o f the allegations o f said complaint, and caused to 
be given in hand to the said (5) a t o'clock in the
noon of the d ay  of A. D. 190 , a true copy of said
complaint, together w ith  a  notice of the time and place of said hearing and 
that the said (&) had the right and would be given opportunity
then and there to be heard  in the matter; and at our office in said town of 
at o'clock in the noon of the day
° f  A . D. 190  , being the place and time appointed therefor,
as aforesaid, we made due inquiry into the condition o f the said (5)
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called before us all testimony necessary for a full understanding of the case, 
and also heard the testimony under oath of, accompanied by a certificate 
of and two reputable physicians, whose evidence
and certificate are based upon due inquiry and personal examination of 
the said (5) establishing the fact of the insanity of the said (6)
W H EREU PO N it was proven to us and we are of the opinion that the 
said (&) is insane, and that the safety and comfort of the said
(5) and that of others interested, will be promoted by the com­
mitment to and detention in said hospital of the said (5) and
that the said (&) be sent forthwith to said hospital.
T H E R E F O R E  we hereby certify that said (5) is insane and
that was residing and found in the town of afore­
said at the time of said examination; and you, the said Superintendent, 
are hereby ordered and required to receive said (5) into said
hospital and detain in your care until shall have become
restored and of sound mind, or be discharged by law, or by the Superin­
tendent, or Trustees.
Given under our hands at said this day of
A. D. one thousand nine hundred and
Selectmen of the Town of
Mem. (a) Name of the complainant. 
(6) Name of the insane person.
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F0RM4.
RECORD OF COMMITMENT OF ------------  TO THE
MAINE INSANE HOSPITAL.
(a) Name of the com plainant.
(5) Name of the insane person.
Record of doings of M unicipal Officers in Commitment of Insane Per­
son to the Hospital, to be signed by Municipal Officers and Town Clerk 
and hied with town records.
S T A T E  OF M A IN E .
To the Superintendent o f the Maine Insane Hospital:
W H E R E A S, on the day of A. D. 190 , (3)
of the town of in the County of and State of Maine,
and who bears the relationship of to (&) of the
town of in the County of and State  of Maine, made
to us, the Municipal Officers of the town of in the County of
and S ta te  o f Maine, a complaint in w riting stating that the 
said (&) is insane, and a proper subject for commitment to and
treatment in said hospital; and thereupon we appointed our office in said 
town of and the d ay of A. D. 190 ,
and the hour of o'clock in the noon as the place
and time for a hearing b y  us of the allegations of said complaint, and caused 
to be given in hand to the said (&) at o'clock in the
noon o f the day of A. D. 190 , a true
copy of said com plaint, together with a notice of the time and place of said 
hearing and that the said (&) had the right and would be given
opportunity then and there to be heard in the m atter; and at our office 
in said town of at o 'clock on  the noon
of the d ay of A. D. 190  , being the place and time
appointed therefor, as aforesaid, we made due inquiry into the condition 
o f the said (&) called before us all testim ony necessary for a
full understanding o f the case, and also heard the testimony under oath 
of, accompanied b y  a certificate of and two reputable
physicians, whose evidence and certificate are based upon due inquiry and 
personal exam ination o f the said (5) establishing the fact of
the insanity of the said (6)
W H E R E U PO N , it w as proven to us and we are of the opinion that the 
said (5) ig insane, and that the safety and comfort of the said
(^) and th at o f others interested, will be promoted by the com­
mitment to and detention in said hospital of the said (&) and
that the said (6) be sent forthwith to said hospital.
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T H E R E FO R E  we hereby certify that said (6) is insane
and that was residing and found in the town of
aforesaid at the time of said examination; and you, the said Superintend­
ent, are hereby ordered and required to receive said (b) into
said hospital and detain in your care until shall
have become restored and of sound mind, or be discharged by law, or by 
the superintendent, or Trustees.
Given under our hands at said this day of
A. D. one thousand nine hundred and
Selectmen of the town of
A true record,
A ttest:
Clerk of said town of
FORM 5 .
PHYSICIANS' CERTIFICATE IN THE CASE O F --------------
AN INSANE PERSON. . '\ ^
PHYSICIANS' CERTIFICATE OF INSANITY.
(а)
We, the undersigned, reputable and practicing physicians in the town 
of County of and State of Maine, hereby certify
that, after due inquiry and personal examination of o f the
said town of in our opinion said is INSANE.
Dated at this day of 190 .
M. D.
M. D.
(б)
A true copy of the physicians' certificate to Municipal Officers.
Attest:
Clerk of said town of
(a) The original certificate is to be hied with and retained by the Muni­
cipal Officers.
(A) The certified copy of this certificate is to be forwarded with the 
commitment paper to the Superintendent of the Hospital.
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